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Abstract:
Intersymbol interference is one of the main problems encountered in high-speed data transmission over
telephone, radio and undersea channels. This interference, caused by the time dispersion and multipath
characteristics of the channels, has been a major hindrance to increased data rates at acceptable error
probabilities. Various linear and nonlinear receivers have been proposed to combat the intersymbol
interference problem. It has been found by Proakis and Magee that a receiver consisting of a Viterbi
decoder in combination with a channel estimator provides a receiver structure which is realizable and
asymptotically optimum. The object of this research has been the development of faster adjustment
algorithms for the channel estimator so that the estimator can be used on more rapidly varying
channels. Forney has proposed a suboptimum algorithm for sequence estimation in the presence of
ihtersymbol interference. This suboptimum algorithm is suitable for a particular type of partial
response system. Another aspect of this research is to study the sensitivity of Forney's suboptimum
algorithm and to develop an adaptive equalization scheme for making Forney's suboptimum algorithm
suitable for some other type of partial response system. Simulation results are obtained for this adaptive
equalization scheme. 
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ABSTRACT

Intersymbol interference is one of the main problems encountered in high-speed data transmission over 
telephone, radio and undersea channels. This interference, 
caused by the time dispersion and multipath characteris
tics of the channels, has been a major hindrance to in
creased data rates at acceptable error probabilities. 
Various linear and nonlinear receivers.have been proposed 
to combat the intersymbol interference problem. It has 
been found by Proakis and Magee that a receiver consisting 
of a Viterbi decoder in combination with a channel esti
mator provides a receiver structure which is realizable 
and asymptotically optimum. The object of this research 
has been the development of faster adjustment algorithms 
for the channel estimator so that the estimator can be 
used on more rapidly varying channels. Forney has proposed 
a suboptimum algorithm for sequence estimation in the pres
ence of ihtersymbol interference. This suboptimum algo
rithm is suitable for a particular type of partial re
sponse system. Another aspect of this research is to study 
the sensitivity of Forney's suboptimum algorithm and to 
develop an adaptive equalization scheme for making 
Forney's suboptimum algorithm suitable for.some other type 
of partial response system. Simulation results are ob
tained for this adaptive equalization scheme.



Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

I.I Historical Review
It seems inherent in nature that signals are dis

persed— that is, spread out and changed— in transmission. 
This dispersion manifests itself in two ways: in radio
communication it is called multipath, and in wire communi
cation it is called linear distortion. Multipath trans- 
mission can be viewed as communication through a group of 
parallel, distortion-free channels of different lengths.
The wire communication channel may have a single obvious 
transmission path but a non-ideal frequency characteristic 
(an ideal transmission frequency characteristic is here 
defined as one having a flat amplitude frequency response 
and a linear phase frequency response). Figure 1.1 dis
plays frequency response curves for such a non-ideal chan
nel. This linear distortion present in wire communication 
causes what is called intersymbol.interference.
Intersymbol Interference;

Transmission of data on voice channels, over the 
switched telephone network, has increased markedly over the 
past few years. The data is used to amplitude modulate a 
train of identically shaped pulses. These pulses are
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3
transmitted over the channel, demodulated by the receiver, 
and processed. Although the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 
sufficient to permit higher rates, the non-uniform trans
mission characteristics of the channel causes what might be 
termed a distortion barrier prohibiting faster transmission.
The distortion of data pulses by the channel results in 
these pulses being spread out in time so as to overlap 
other transmitted pulses. The phenomenon of pulse overlap ,
and the resultant difficulty with receiver decisions is 
termed intersymbol interference. This intersymbol inter
ference is one of the chief degrading factors in present 
data-transmission system and becomes the determining factor 
in the design of higher rate system.

Intersymbol interference normally arises in pulse 
modulation systems. It is the primary impediment to reli
able high-rate digital transmission over high signal-to- 
noise ratio narrow bandwidth channels such as voice-grade 
telephone circuits. Sometimes a controlled amount of 
intersymbol interference is introduced deliberately to 
achieve certain beneficial effects in data transmission.
These systems, which utilize a controlled amount of inter
symbol interference, are called partial response systems 
[41-42] .
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The channel can be represented, as shown in Fig

ure 1.2, by a time-varying impulse response c(t), plus 
additive white noise. The output of this channel typi
cally differs from its input in two ways. First, the 
channel may modify the message in a deterministic, al
though not necessarily known, fashion. Examples of this 
type of modification are dispersion, frequency offset, 
and nonlinear action. The channel can also corrupt the 
transmitted signal statistically. In this category are 
various types of additive and multiplicative noise such 
as thermal and impulse noise. Normally, the frequency 
offset is very small compared to the system bandwidth and 
is, therefore, neglected. Impulse noise is characterized 
by long, quiet intervals followed by bursts of much 
higher amplitudes than would be predicted by a normal or 
Gaussian distribution law, and, therefore, this noise is 
usually not considered in the mathematical model of the 
channel. The model, therefore, accounts for the most 
deterministic impairment, time dispersion, as well as 
the most prevalent and mathematically tractable Gaussian 
noise.

Intersymbol interference represents a kind of 
deterministic impairment. If the channel characteristics

I
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6
are known, it may be possible in theory to remove inter
symbol interference. However, the transmission channel 
is never known exactly; thus, it is impossible to elimi
nate completely the effects of intersymbol interference 
in real data transmission systems. There are several 
methods of combating intersymbol interference. The one 
which has been quite extensively used in symbol-by-symbol 
decision systems is that in which the transmitted signals 
are designed so that all signals except the desired sym
bol have zero value when the waveform is sampled at the 
receiver. This method is based on the work by Nyquist 
[1] and the resulting specification is known as the 
Nyquist criterion.

In the case of PAM (pulse-amplitude modulation) 
systems, different criteria have been used to design the 
optimum receiver in the presence of intersymbol inter
ference. The different criteria used are: (I) Minimi
zation of probability of error caused by intersymbol 
interference and noise, (2) Minimization of mean-square 
error resulting from intersymbol interference and noise.

Under either of these criteria, the optimum linear 
receiver is invariably a matched filter followed by a
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transversal filter. The matched filter might be inter
preted as treating the noise while the transversal filter 
corrects intersymbol interference. When the signal-to- 
noise ratio is low, the principal correction must come 
from the matched filter; for high signal-to-noise ratios, 
intersymbol interference must be almost completely sup
pressed and the principal correction effected by the 
transversal filter.

The approach used in deriving the optimum receiver 
has been to minimize the effect of intersymbol interference 
at the receiver. The decision about the input sequence is 
again made on a symbol-by-symbol basis. Most of the work
in the derivation of optimum linear receiver has-been done 
by Tufts, George, Aaron, and Ericson [2-6] . Ericson [5]
has also shown that any reasonable criterion of goodness 
will lead to an optimum filter that has the form discussed 
earlier. Berger and Tufts [2,4] considered the joint 
optimization of transmitter and receiver in pulse ampli
tude modulation using the criterion of total mean-square 
error. The optimum linear receiver based on receiver 
filter optimization is shown in Figure 1.3. The trans
versal filter is shown in Figure 1.4.
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The transversal filter consists of a delay line 
tapped at T-sec intervals (the Nyquist interval). Each 
tap along fhe delay line is connected through an ampli
fier (and; possibly an inverter to enable negative gains) 
to a summing bus which provides the output. The frequency 
response for the transversal filter is repetitive with
points of symmetry in real and imaginary components Io- 

 ̂  ̂ 2Hncated at —rp— radians.
All the optimum receivers that resulted from the 

work of.Tufts, Berger, Aaron, and George [2-6] are linear 
receivers. They are called linear receivers because the 
outputs of the matched filter are combined linearly and 
the estimate of the input alphabet is made from the com
bined signal obtained at the output of the transversal 
filter.

In the design of the optimum receiver, it is 
often assumed that the channel characteristics are known. 
More commonly, the channel is not known. This implies 
that the receiver has to be adaptive to the unknown ' 
channel. One approach used in making the receiver adap
tive is called the adaptive equalization approach. The 
idea of adaptive equalization was originated by Lucky 
[15-18]. The approach consists of deriving a receiver

10
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for the time-invariant case and then using a fixed struc
ture with a limited number of parameters, having it ad
just to the changing conditions in the channel. This 
fixed structure with adjustable parameters is called an 
equalizer. A basic receiver structure has evolved from 
this approach and is shown in Figure 1.5. The equalizer 
used in the adaptive receiver is shown in Figure 1.6.

This receiver basically consists of a matched fil
ter followed by a tapped delay line with a weighted sum 
of the taps being added to form an estimate of the infor
mation symbol. This receiver structure is again linear 
since it provides a linear estimate for the information 
symbol which is then quantized. A mean-square error 
criterion is used in the adjustment of the filter shown 
in Figure 1.6. It is also possible to adjust the param
eters using a zero intersymbpl interference forcing algo
rithm. This zero forcing algorithm is the original 
method developed by Lucky [15] for an adaptive receiver 
structure. Unfortunately, the zero forcing algorithm is 
nonconvergent for highly dispersive channels. Gersho [20] 
has suggested an adaptive,equalization scheme using a 
mean-square error criterion, and it has been found that
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this scheme will converge for any kind of channel. The 
adjustment parameter (or step size) A also affects the 
convergence of the algorithm. The effect of adjustment 
parameter A has been analyzed by Proakis and Miller [21]. 
The disadvantage of the linear equalization scheme is 
that it tends to enhance the noise, particularly at the 
band edges.

Although the linear receivers discussed earlier 
are called optimum receivers, they are not optimum in the 
true sense for the detection of a sequence. The reason 
for this is that the optimum detection of an N-symbol 
message requires a joint decision concerning the data 
sequence {x^}, n = 0, I, ...,N-I, after processing the 
entire received signal. Since mN messages are possible, 
the size of the optimum receiver grows exponentially with 
the message length N, where m is the size of the input 
alphabet. In practice, such a receiver is an impossi
bility. A basic requirement that any practical receiver 
must meet is that the number of computations required to 
process a message of N symbols must grow only slowly with 
N . A signal detection system based on an iterative pro
cedure which meets this requirement (and under certain 
conditions is optimal), has been proposed by Chang and
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Hancock [9]. This nonlinear receiver structure assumes
that•the symbol xn causes intersymbol interference only
with the (K-I) succeeding symbols xn+]/ •••r xn4K-l' The
symbols are then detected in block of K symbols. Thus,

Keach block has m possible values from which a decision 
must be made. The advantages of blocking the data into 
groups of K symbols will not be apparent without discuss
ing the original paper by Chang and Hancock [9] in great 
detail. In all the computations involved in this pro
cedure, mK sets of numbers are involved. Furthermore,
each current a posteriori probability, of which there are 
K Km , requires m calculations itself. Therefore, in most 
applications the cost of implementation would be prohibi
tive .

There have been several other nonlinear receiver 
structures developed to compensate for intersymbol inter
ference. Austin [8] has analyzed a nonlinear nonadap- 
tive structure which employs decision feedback, i.e., the 
previous decisions of the receiver are used to cancel the 
tails of the intersymbol interference. Hilborn [13] has 
employed the theory of "unsupervised learning" to find a 
Bayes optimal m-ary communication receiver which operates 
causally on a received data sequence. This structure is
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optimum (but nonlinear.) for detection of a digital se
quence in the presence of intersymbol interference.
Abend and Fritchman [12] have derived an optimum non
linear detector under a fixed delay constraint for chan
nels having memory and additive noise. The resulting 
receiver is recursive and does not grow with the message 
length. . Ungerboeck [14] has provided a general solution 
to the problem when using binary bipolar signals. All 
these nonlinear receivers have the disadvantage of being 
complex in structure. The performance of nonlinear re
ceivers is very difficult to evaluate; resort is often 
made to simulation. Because of the intimidating complexity 
of these nonlinear receivers, they are not considered 
practical solutions to the problem of intersymbol inter
ference .

Recently, Forney [22], has introduced a receiver 
structure consisting of a linear filter, called a whitened 
matched filter, a symbol rate sampler and a recursive 
nonlinear processor, called the Viterbi algorithm. This 
structure is a maximum-likelihood estimator of the entire 
sequence. The outputs of the whitened matched filter, 
sampled once for each input symbol, are shown to form a 
set of sufficient statistics for estimation of the input
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sequence. The Viterbi algorithm is easier to implement 
than earlier optimum nonlinear processors, and its perfor
mance can be easily and accurately estimated. It is shown 
that performance (by whatever criterion) is effectively 
as good as could be attained by any receiver structure 
and in many cases is as good as if intersymbol interference 
were absent. Forney [22] has also shown that the channel 
for digital data transmission can be represented as a con
volutional coder when the channel impulse response is of 
finite duration. Since the. performance of the Viterbi 
algorithm can be easily analyzed and the Viterbi algorithm 
can be implemented in a straight-forward manner, the use 
of this algorithm has potential for combating the inter
symbol interference (ISI). A comparison of the partial- 
response schemes proposed by Kretzmer [41] on the basis of 
error probability of the maximum-likelihood sequence esti
mation (MLSE) is presented in Table I. The discrete chan
nel model (discussed in Chapter II) is used in evaluating 
the performance of the three detection methods listed in 
Table I. Also note that for the decision-feedback equal
izer, degradation in performance due to error propagation 
is not taken into account. The channel f(D) represents



Table I. Comparison of Some Partial Response Systems

Channel 
f (D)

Output SNR degradation over ideal binary in dB.
Precoded with 
level detection

Decision-feedback 
equalization

Maximum 
likelihood 

sequence esti.

1+D 3.2 3.00 0.5

0.5+D+0.5D2 8.0 7.75 2.2

1+0.5D-0. SD2 8.0 1.6 0.33

I-D2 3.2 3.0 0.5

-0.5+D-0.5D2 8.0 7.75 2.2
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the sampled response of the channel in terms of a D- 
transform.

We see that with maximum-likelihood sequence esti
mation the output SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) degradation 
relative to ideal binary transmission is much less than 
for any bit-by-bit detection method. The receiver struc
ture proposed by Forney [22] is discussed in greater de
tail in Chapter III. Forney [22] has also suggested a 
simple suboptimum algorithm which works as well as the 
optimum Viterbi algorithm for a particular type of 
partial-response system.

I.2 Statement of the Problem
One of the problems encountered in Forney's receiver 

structure is that this structure is suitable for known 
channels only. In the real world, the impulse response of 
the channel is not usually known. Proakis and Magee [31] 
have developed an adaptive receiver for maximum-likelihood 
sequence estimation of a digital sequence in the presence

IThe D-transform of a certain function w(t) is
given by

n=a>
W(D) = Zw(nT) D 

n=-°°
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of intersymbol interference for slowly varying channels.
In this adaptive receiver structure, a channel estimator 
has been developed that, when used in combination with the 
Viterbi algorithm, forms an adaptive maximum-likelihood 
sequence estimator. The major problem faced in this adap
tive receiver is that the channel estimator is quite slow 
in convergence. Part of the research described in this 
thesis has been carried out to develop more rapidly con
verging algorithms for channel estimation.

As mentioned earlier, Forney [22] has developed a 
suboptimum algorithm which works as well as the Viterbi : 
algorithm. This suboptimum algorithm has been derived for 
a particular type of partial-response system. An obvious 
question arises as to the sensitivity of this algorithm.
A second objective of this research is to study the sensi
tivity of the suboptimum algorithm when the partial system 
response is slightly different from the required response. 
It is found that analytic results are hard to Obtain," and 
the sensitivity analysis is carried out by simulation.

Finally a scheme has been developed in this thesis 
to make the suboptimum algorithm suitable for partial- 
response system which is different from the one for which
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the suboptimum algorithm has been developed. A linear 
equalizer has been used in conjunction with the channel 
model and the purpose of the equalizer is to make the 
overall response (of channel and equalizer) behave like 
the desired response for the suboptimum algorithm. This 
scheme is evaluated by simulation results.
The outline of the thesis is as follows:

In Chapter II, a discrete-time channel model is 
developed. The discussion of this discrete-time channel 
model is important because this model will be used through
out the thesis. It is shown that the discrete-time channel 
model is equivalent to the continuous-time channel. v

Chapter III deals with the maximum-likelihood re
ceiver for sequence estimation. Basically, this chapter 
describes the work by Forney [22]. Limitations of Forney’s 
maximum-Iikelihood sequence estimation receiver are dis- 
• cussed. Several schemes developed for adaptive MLSE re
ceivers are presented in detail. Relative comparison of 
adaptive MLSE. receivers is also made.

Chapter IV describes more rapidly converging algo
rithms developed in this thesis for channel estimation. 
Analytic results are derived, and these analytic results
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have been verified by computer simulation. This chapter 
also compares the results Of the algorithms with those 
obtained by Proakis and Magee [31] using fixed-step-size 
algorithm.

Chapter V basically contains a description of the 
suboptimum algorithm developed by Forney [22] . Results 
obtained by computer simulation regarding sensitivity of, 
the suboptimum algorithm are also given. Finally, an 
adaptive equalization scheme developed by the author for 
making this suboptimum algorithm suitable for other chan
nel responses.is discussed.

Chapter VI summarizes the results, discusses their 
significance, and points out possible extensions. The 
appendices derive some of the equations and discuss the 
computer simulation.



Chapter II

DEVELOPMENT OF A DISCRETE-TIME 
CHANNEL MODEL

In this chapter, a discrete-time channel model is 
developed which is equivalent to the continuous-time model 
of Figure .1.2, and this discrete model is much easier to 
use. Moreover, the continuous model is not convenient for 
most computations.

2.I P.A.M. Communication System
A pulse amplitude modulation scheme is considered 

in developing this discrete model. The simplest model of 
digital communication system subject to intersymbol inter
ference occurs in pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), illus
trated in Figure 2.1. The actual transmitted signal u(t) 
can be written as

K
u (t) =' Z X1 CTrp (t-kT) (2.1)k=0 K 1

where {x^} is a sequence of real numbers drawn from a dis
crete alphabet, gT (t) is the transmitting filter, and T is 
the sampling interval. The actual received signal r(t) is 
characterized by

K
= Z X1 CTrp (t-kT) *c (t) + n (t) 
k=0 * T

r (t) (2 .2 )
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where the duration of the impulse response c(t) is longer 
than the time T between symbols and where * denotes con
volution. The overall response of the transmitting fil
ter and channel is h(t)? h(t) is represented as

h (t) = gT (t) *c (t) (2.3)

The noise is assumed white and Gaussian, a.nd the channel 
impulse response is assumed to be of finite duration.
The maximum-likelihood sequence estimation receiver de
veloped by Forney [22] is shown in Figure 2.2. The re
ceiver consists of a linear filter called the whitened 
matched filter (WMF), a sampler taking samples once every 
T seconds, and a nonlinear recursive algorithm called the 
Viterbi algorithm. This receiver structure is optimum 
for maximum-likelihood estimation of the entire trans
mitted sequence, provided unbounded delay is allowed at 
the output, and is effectively optimum in the same sense 
for reasonable finite delays.

2.2 The Matched Filter
Reference to Figure 2.1 shows that the received 

signal r(t) is s(t) plus white Gaussian noise n(t). When 
the intersymbol interference is zero (also called
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one-shot communication) , the matched filter is the opti
mum receiver. In the case of serial data transmission, 
the sampled (every T seconds) outputs of the matched fil
ter have been shown by Forney [22] to provide a set of 
sufficient statistics for decoding the transmitted se
quence. That is, he has shown that the sampled values of 
the output of the matched filter provide the same infor
mation for making a decision as the continuous received 
waveform. It is true because in the detection of signals 
that are linear combinations of some finite set of squre- 
integrabIe basis functions, the output of a bank of 
matched filters, one matched to each basis function, form 
a set of sufficient statistics for estimating the trans
mitting signals. Thus the K+l quantities

00
a. = /r (t) h(t-kT) dt 0<;k<K (2.4)
^ —00

form a set of sufficient statistics for estimation of the
x, , 0<k<K. But it turns out that a set of sufficient K — —' '

1The impulse response h(t) is a square-integrable 
response if

OO

Il h (t) Il A / h2 (t)dt <“
— CO
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statistics for estimation of the input sequence is simply 
the sampled outputs of a filter h(-t) matched to h(t).

a, = 2 x . / h (t-iT) h(t-kT)
K i=0 -co

00
dt + f

-CO
n(t) h(t-kT) dt

(2.5)
Now, let each integral term of (2.5) be represented as

k-i
00
f h(t-kT) h (t-iT) dt —00 (2 .6)

00
and n£ = / n(t) h(t-kT) dt (2.7)

Equation (2.5) reduces to

E x 
i=0 A - i + n' (2.8)

v
The input noise n(t) is white Gaussian with auto

correlation function a26(t) where a2 is the spectral den
sity of the noise n(t). If the duration of h(t) is 
larger than the input symbol separation, i.e., if L>1, 
where L is the smallest integer such that h(t) = 0 for 
t>_LT, then at least adjacent samples are correlated. The 
channel is thus characterized by a finite impulse response 
h(t) of length L symbol intervals. To get an exact meas
ure of the correlation of the noise samples, their
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autocorrelation must be determined. Taking the expected 
value of the product n£n| gives

E<nkni> = aX - I (2.9)

Referring to equation (2.6), it is evident that is
nonzero for k-i<L because of the overlap. Also, is
symmetrical, i.e., Therefore, it is obvious
from (2.9) that the noise samples n£ at the output of the 
matched filter are correlated whenever L>1. But in order 
to insure the simple and recursive property of the 
Viterbi algorithm it is necessary that the output se
quence before the final processor should be a sequence of 
statistically independent, identically distributed 
Gaussian random variables. Thus, the sample outputs of 
a matched filter need further processing.

2.3 The Whitened Matched Filter
When the noise is colored, it is a standard pro

cedure in detection theory to have a prewhitening filter 
to make the noise white; this greatly simplifies optimum 
receiver derivations as well as performance computations. 
Forney [22] has basically used this technique to derive 
a so-called whitened matched filter (WMF). The



properties of this filter are that it provides an equiva
lent set of statistics while recovering the simplicity of 
the white noise.

Since the noise samples at the output of a matched 
filter h(-t) are statistically dependent, some kind of 
whitening transformation must be performed in order to 
have the noise samples as statistically independent. From 
the theory of random variables [52] it is known that a 
linear transformation on a sequence of Gaussian random 
variables is also Gaussian. Further, if the random vari
ables are statistically dependent, then there exists a 
linear transformation that will produce statistically 
independent random variables. The linear transformation 
on the output samples of a matched filter h(-t) is accom
plished by a transversal filter (tapped delay line). The 
cascade of a matched filter with a transversal filter 
characterized by a certain response (to be derived later) 
is called a whitened matched filter. The required re
sponse for the transversal filter is derived next.

Recall from Figure 2.I that the input to the over
all response h(t) (of the transmitting filter and chan
nel) is a sequence of numbers, each separated from its 
adjacent neighbors by T seconds. Associated with this

29
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sequence is a formal power series in D. This series is 
called the D-transform of x (t) and is given by

K ix(D) = I x .D1 (2.10)
i=0 1

where x^ is a symbol chosen at the transmitter from some 
predetermined alphabet; e.g., in the binary case x^ equals 
I or 0. can be thought of as a delay operator repre
senting iT units of delay. It can be shown easily that 
the D-transform of the sequence at the output of a 
matched filter can be represented as

a (D) = x(D) R(D) + n' (D) (2.11)

where x (D) is the D-transform of the input sequence, 
n 1(D) is the correlated noise D-transform and R(D) is the 
D-transform of the sequence whose coefficients are given 
by (2.6). We define the pulse autocorrelation function 
of h(t) as

L-I kR(D) = 2 R D k (2.12)
k=l-L K

Since R(D) has 2L-1 nonzero terms, it has 2L-2 complex
-Iroots; further R(D) = R (D ), the inverse of a root is 

also a root of R(D), so the roots of R(D) break up into
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L-I pairs. This makes it possible to factor R(D) into a 
product of two polynomials, f (D) and f(d" j . From now 
onwards, a certain sequence will mean in fact the D- 
transform of that sequence. With this much background in 
mind, we are now in position to derive the transversal 
filter response so that the noise samples at the output 
of this filter are uncorrelated. The pulse auto
correlation function of n'(D) is

Rn, (D) = CT2R(D) = 0 2f (D) f (D_1) (2.13)

The white noise sequence must have a pulse auto
correlation function that is constant. We can represent 
the D-transform n'(D) of the colored noise sequence by

n'.'(D) = n (D) f (D-1) (2.14)I
where n (D) is our desired white noise sequence. Conse
quently, we may write (2.11) as

a (D) = x (D) f (D) f (D-1) + n(D)f (D™1) (2.15)

If we pass the sequence a (D) through a filter with re
sponse 1/f(D )̂ (transversal filter with response 
I/f(D ^)), we obtain

z(D) = j-̂ pry = X (D) f (D) + n(D) (2.16)

\ '
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with pulse autocorrelation for n (D) equal to

E[n(D)n(D"'1j ] _ E [n1 (D) n’ (d"1) ] _ Cf 2R(D) _f (D) f (D) RTS! 0 (2.17)

where h2 is constant and is the spectral density of the 
input noise n(t). Thus, noise at the output of the trans 
versal filter is uncorrelated.

2.4 Discrete-Time Channel Model
Equation (2.16) tells us that the cascade of the 

transmitting filter,, a PAM channel, a matched filter, and 
a transversal filter can be represented as a discrete- 
time filter with impulse response f(D) plus an additive 
white Gaussian noise sequence n (D). The block diagram 
of the PAM communication system including the receiver 
is shown in Figure 2.3.

We have now seen that by the use of a whitened 
matched filter we may confine our attention to the 
discrete-time model, without loss of optimality. Without 
loss of generality, we assume that f(D) is a polynomial 
of degree v (equal to L-l) with nonzero constant term.
Let us define the signal sequence

y (D) = x (D) f (D) (2.18)



INPUT
SEQUENCE

X(D)

DISCRETE-TIME CHANNEL MODEL

L

ww

Figure 2.3 Block diagram of PAM communication system.
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as the convolution of the input sequence x (D) with the 
finite impulse response f(D). Thus, the received se
quence z(D).is the sum of the signal sequence y (D) and a 
white Gaussian noise sequence n (D) with autocorrelation 
function O2. It is obvious that the signal sequence 
y (D) may be taken to be generated by a finite state ma
chine driven by the input sequence x (D). Ne may imagine 
a shift register of v m-state memory elements containing 
the v most recent inputs, with y^ formed as the weighted 
sum of the shift register contents and the current input 
x^ as shown in Figure 2.4. This model of Figure 2.4 
will be used mostly in the thesis. Clearly part of the 
receiver, the whitened matched filter has been absorbed 
into the channel model.

So far nothing has been said about the impulse 
response w(-t) of the whitened matched filter. Indeed, 
do the sampled outputs of the whitened matched filter 
form a set of sufficient statistics for estimation of 
the input sequence x (D)? Forney [22] has in fact shown 
that the sequence z(D) is a set of sufficient statistics 
for estimating the input sequence. Ne sum Forney's re
sults [22] into the following theorem.
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Figure 2.4 Discrete-time channel model.
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Theorem: Let h(t) be finite with length L and let
R(D) = f (D) f (D ■*■) . Then the filter whose chip D- 

1 h (D t)transform is w(Dft) = '" £ ^ y  has square-integrable im
pulse response, and the sampled outputs of its time 
reverse (w(-t))

00
zv = / r (t)w(t-kT) dt (2.19)K _00

.. !form a sequence

z (D) = x (D) f (D) + n (D)

in which n (D) is a white Gaussian noise sequence with 
variance 02 and which is a set of sufficient statistics 
for estimation of the input sequence x (D).

The discrete-time channel model discussed earlier 
is derived under the basic assumption that the channel is

^The chip D-transform of h(t) is a polynomial in 
D of degree v with coefficients in the set of functions [0,T)

v £h(D,t) = Z h .  (t)D1 
i=0 1

where hj_ (t) is a function that is nonzero only over the 
interval [0,T); i.e.,

h(t) = h0(t) + hi(t-T) + + hv (t-vT)
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fixed with known impulse response. If the impulse re
sponse is now allowed to be slowly varying with time, the 
same modeling procedure can be applied but the matched 
filter or the whitened matched filter must vary to match 
the channel characteristics. Proakis and Magee [31] have 
assumed that the WMF is always matched to the channel 
characteristics, and therefore, the model of Figure 2.4 
with time-varying tap gains can be used;, it is entirely 
equivalent to the continuous-time model. The design of 
an adaptive processor to follow the WMF has been developed 
by Proakis and Magee [31].

In most of the cases, the whitened matched filter 
is fixed rather than being adaptive; in which case the 
noise at the output of the matched filter may become cor
related. . The effect of correlated noise has been anal
yzed by Kobayashi [29] and Quershi [32]. Their results 
indicate that even highly correlated noise does not cause 
significant loss in the performance of the maximum- 
likelihood sequence estimation receiver using a Viterbi
decoder.



Chapter III

SEQUENCE ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES

3.I Maximum-Likelihood Sequence
Estimation
While lip service has long, been paid to the idea 

that receiver decisions ought to be based on the entire 
received sequence, the fact that straightforward likeli
hood calculations grow exponentially with message length 
has justified a" retreat to simple symbol-by-symbol de
cisions in most theoretical and practical work. As yet, 
no simplification of these results has been devised which 
results in a fairly simple receiver without seriously 
degrading the performance. Having failed to minimize the 
average number of errors simply, one can investigate mini
mizing the probability that the entire received sequence 
is not correct. This type of decision making is asymptot
ically optimum, which means that at moderate to high 
signal-to-noise ratios, it is effectively as good as the 
optimum compound detector [10]. The Viterbi algorithm is a 
simple efficient algorithm for this task.

The discrete-time channel model developed in Chap
ter II is shown again here in Figure 3.1. The inputs and 
outputs are now expressed in D-transform notation, where



Figure 3.1 Discrete-time channel model.
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D is the delay operator and the ynit of delay is the sig
nalling interval T seconds. The output signal sequence

y (D) = x(D) f (D) (3.1)
is the convolution of the input sequence x (D) with the sam
pled response f(D) of the discrete-time model, whose pulse 
autocorrelation function is R(D) = f(D)f(D-1). The output 
sequence y (D) is then corrupted by additive- white Gaussian 
sequence n (D) with autocorrelation function a2 to form 
the received sequence z (D). The channel consists of a 
shift register of v memory elements each having m (the 
size of input alphabet) states. These memory elements 
contain the v most recent inputs. The machine has mv 
possible states'given by the v most recent inputs

sk (xk-V xk-2' xk-3' ''" xk-v) (3,2)

where by convevtion X ^ = O  for k<0. We define the state- 
sequence s (D) as

s (D) = S 0 + S 1D + S2D2 + ... (3.3)

where each s^ takes on values from an alphabet of mv 
states s^, I<j£mv. The maps from input sequence x (D) to 
state sequence s (D) and thence to signal sequence are.
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obviously one to one and hence invertible. In fact, two 
successive states uniquely determine an output

yk = y 0 ’k+l ) ? (3.4)
i.e., given a transition from to sk+ ,̂ the corres
ponding output y^ is determined.

An allowable state sequence s (D) or signal se
quence y (D) is defined as one that could result from an 
allowable input sequence.
Definition.: Maximum-likelihood sequence estimation is
defined as the choice of that x (D) for which the proba
bility density p (z(D)/x(D)) is maximum. Since the maps 
from x (D) to s (D) and to y (D) are one to one, maximum- 
likelihood sequence estimation can be defined equivalently 
as choosing from the allowable s (D) that which maximizes 
p (z (D) /s (D) ) or from the allowable y (D) that which: maxi
mizes p (z(D)/y(D)). It will usually be convenient to 
consider the estimation of the state sequence of a finite 
state machine from noisy observations.

3.2 The Viterbi Algorithm
The.Viterbi algorithm (VA) was proposed as a method 

of decoding convolutional codes [24] . Since that time it
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has been recognized as an attractive solution to a variety 
of digital estimation problems, somewhat as the Kalman fil
ter has been adopted to a variety of real-variable esti
mation problems. This algorithm was also later shown to 
be a shortest-route algorithm of a type long known in oper
ations research, which in turn can be expressed as a vari
ant of dynamic programming. Forney [22] has also shown 
that it is the maximum-Iikelihood decoding rule for the 
entire sequence in the presence of intersymbol interference.

The application of the Viterbi algorithm to maximum- 
likelihood sequence estimation of a digital sequence in 
the presence of intersymbol interference is now described. 
Since the noise is white and Gaussian, the noise terms n^ 
are independent, the log likelihood In p (z(D)/s(D)) reduces 
to a sum of independent increments.

In p (z(D)/s (D)) = Z In Pn [zk-y(sk , sk+1)3 (3.5)k
where Pn (•) is the probability density of each noise term 
n^. For notational convenience we define the partial sums

k, k2“1F [s (D) ]k2 = Z In Pn [zk-Y(skr sk+l)-1 0Ik 1Ik2 (3.6)k—k i
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Suppose for the moment that we knew that the state 

s^ at time k was s^. Then for any allowable state se
quence s (D) that starts with the initial state Sfl and 
passes the state s  ̂ at time k, the'log likelihood would 
expand into two independent parts:

r[s(D)]K = r[s(D) + Hs(D) f' (3.7)o O k
If §^(D) is the allowable state sequence from 

time 0 to k, which has the largest log-likelihood among 
all allowable state sequences starting with S0 = O  and 
ending with sk = s^, we call S^(D) the survivor at time 
k corresponding to state s^. This occurs because if §^(D) 
is replaced by another sequence in the 0 to k interval, 
it will have a smaller log-likelihood and, therefore, 
can not be part of the maximum-likelihood sequence.

In fact, we do not know the state sk at time.k; 
but we do know that it must be one of the m possible 
states at time k. Consequently, while we can not make a 
final decision as to the identity of the initial segment
of the maximum-likelihood state sequence at time k, we

'

know that the initial segment must be among the mv sur
vivors ŝ  (D) , l<_j<m, one for each state sj . Thus, at
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each time k, the paths ending at every possible state are 
compared and the one with the largest likelihood ending in 
each state is retained as a survivor. Thus, we need only 
store mv sequences (D) and their log likelihoods 
r[§j (D) ]*£, regardless of how large k becomes. To update 
the memory at time k+1, recursion proceeds as follows:
(1) Compute the partial sum

Ttsj (D)]^1 = H S j(D)]* + In(pn (zk-y(Sj, s!)) ] (3.8)

for each of the m allowable continuations s'. (D) to time3
k+1 for each of the mv survivors Sj(D) at time k. This 
involves mv+  ̂= mL additions.
(2) Compare the log likelihood of the m continuations 
terminating in each of the mv possible states and select 
the largest as the survivor.

Using the above procedure, the maximum-likelihood 
sequence (in the sense of the entire received sequence) is 
never eliminated but remains along the mV survivors. The VA 
can not make a decision until all the surviving sequence 
at time k. have the same initial state sequence up to time 
k-T. The decoding delay t is unbounded but finite with 
probability I. In practice, one actually makes a final
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decision after some fixed delay 6, with 6 chosen large 
enough so that the degradation due to premature decisions 
is negligible. .

' When- the noise sequence is white and Gaussian with 
variance a2,

(3.10)

It is obvious from above that the decisions do not
depend on the noise variance so that only the possible 
values for y (D) are needed to compute the metric. If the 
channel impulse response is available, it is simple to 
compute the possible values of y (D) since the possible 
state values are known.

3.3 Performance of the Maximum-Likelihood

So the metric computation becomes

Sequence Estimation Receiver
Forney's [22] approach for calculating the perfor

mance of a maximum-likelihood sequence estimation re
ceiver is summarized here. Before starting the analysis.
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the following definitions are important.
Error Event: An error event C is said to extend from time
ki to kz if the estimated state sequence s (D) is equal 
to the correct sate sequence s (D) at times kx and k2 but 
nowhere in between (ŝ  ̂ =Sfĉ ; Sk  ̂ =Sk^; sk+§k, ki<k<k2)
The length of the error event is defined as n = k2- kj-1.

Euclidean Weight (d2(g)) 
of an Error Event:

The Euclidean weight d2(£) of an error event is 
defined as the energy in the associated signal error 
sequence.

Hamming Weight of the 
Error Event:

The number of errors in the associated input error 
sequence is defined as the Hamming weight (K) of the 
event.
We define

6x (D) = (xk r ik 1)+(xk.+i-ski+i)D + • <xk2-v+I xR 2-V+!1 V
(3.11)

as the input error sequence associated with the error 
event. (D) is a polynomial of degree n-v in D and with
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,nonzero constant term e . Since the channel is linear,Xo
the input error sequence maps simply to the output

e (D) = e (D) f (D) (3.12)y x

Thus, S^(D) is a polynomial with nonzero constant term 
and degree n. Also by definition it follows that

a*U) = Il e I) = Z e* ' - '
y i-0' y

= [Ey(D) Ey (D lJ ] 0

= [£x (D) f (D) ex (D"1)f (d"1)] Q

= [Ex (D) R(D) ex (D"1)]0 (3.13)

where [ ]0 means the constant term inside the brackets.

Probability of a Particular 
Error Event;

We now calculate the probability that a particular 
error event identified by a starting time ki and an asso
ciated input error sequence Ex (D) of degree n-v will 
actually occur. Three subevents must occur:
C i: At time ki we must have s, = s, .Jc i Je i
Cz: Between k; and ki+n-v the input sequence x (D) must
be such thaf x (D)+Ex (d ) is an allowable sequence x(D)..
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C 3: The noise terms n^, ki£k<ki+n, must be such that
over this segment x(D) has greater likelihood than x(D).

The subevent Cl is possibly dependent on the noise 
terms involved in Ca and the joint probability is not 
easily calculable. However, the probability that Cl is 
not true is of the order of the error probability, so 
that in the normal operating region p(Ci/Ca) is closely 
approximated as well as overbounded by I. Therefore, the 
probability of the particular error event C is given by

Pr(C) = Pr(C3)Pr(C2)Pr(CiZC3)

(3.14a)

where a2 is the variance of the noise, and

Pr(C3) = Q[d(C)/2a] (3.14b)
n-v m-.IexJjPr(C2) = H — (3.14c) I = O m

If E is the set of all possible error events, then the 
probability Pr(E) of at least one error event is upper- 
bounded by

Pr (E)< Z Pr(C) (3.15)
CeE

<Q(d(C)/2a) n"v m“l£xil 
i=0 m
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The symbol error rate Pr(e) is obtained by weight

ing each error event with the number of symbols which it 
represents. Pr(e) contains an exponential factor in 
d(^), where d2(C) is the energy associated with the error 
sequence at the channel output. Because of the presence 
of the exponential term, a good approximation, at error 
rates below about 10 ^, is to consider only error events 
associated with the minimum d (C)— called d ^ ^ — for any 
nonzero sequence. Therefore, the symbol error rate is 
approximated by i

Pr (B)^K2Q (dmin/2cr) (3.16)

where
n-v m-IexiI

K> “ C=Ed fWH<5> = - jTTlj-I
min 1-0

is the factor which takes account of all error sequence
with a (S) = amln.
Wh (C) = Hamming weight of the error sequence (D) .

oo 2
Q (x) = (2JI) ^ / e ^/2 • d£„ 

x
If the channel is known, the lower bound on per

formance for any receiver structure can be computed by
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Pr(e)>K0Q(dmin/2cr) (3.17)

where Kfl is just the probability that the original input 
sequence x (D) plus the error sequence (D) is an allow
able input sequence. A slightly tighter version of the 
lower bound is given by

Pr(ej>K3Q(dmin/2a) (3.18)
where K, 2 (in-1)

Thus, the upper bound is just a constant multiple 
k k, ' .(i-2- of — ) times the lower bound. This explicity demon-■»>■0 K- 3
strates the asymptotically optimum performance of the 
Viterbi algorithm. In Figure 3.2, we plot the predicted 
symbol-error probability as a function of output signal- 
to noise ratio with m=2 and m=4 for the three cases:
I) no intersymbol interference; 2) a partial response of 
the class f(D)=IiDn with preceding^ and maximum-likelihood 
sequence estimation; and 3) the same partial response with

[2 2 ]
SNR

IThe output signal-to-noise ratio is defined to be 
UfJi2 ____ -2 M 2-IA. °£ 0Jl
CT ‘ where .CT' and 11 f

v
= % f. i=0 '

2Precoding is. a technique that has been used in 
partial response systems to prevent infinite terror propa
gation in recovery of the transmitted sequence [41].
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Pr (e)

P i o

OUTPUT SNR IN dB.

Figure 3.2 Probability of error versus output signal-to- 
noise ratio for m=2 and m=4. p-perfect response; ML- 
partial response f(D)=l±Dn with maximum-likelihood se
quence estimation and precoding; C-partial response 
f (D)=I-D with conventional sample-by-sample decisions and 
preceding; black dots - results of 10,000 sample simu
lations of ML (Taken from Forney [22]).
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precoding and with symbol-by-symbol decisions. Simulation 
results (10,000 symbols) for the maximum-likelihood se
quence estimator at low signal-to-noise ratios are also 
given.

Forney [22] has derived these results under the 
assumption that channel is known exactly. Consequently, 
for unknown channels these results have to be modified.
It would be desirable to know the worst possible perfor
mance which can be expected for any channel. Proakis and 
Magee [31] have derived an expression for an upper bound 
on the probability of error which depends upon the length 
of the channel impulse response. This approach basically 
consists of deriving minimum distance (worst) codes under 
a fixed energy and impulse response length constraint.
Also computations [31] have shown that the error sequence 
for the minimum distance channel is always of the form 
I-D. Proakis and Magee [34] have found minimum distance 
channels for different lengths and performance loss in 
dB.for all these channels. The actual nonunique minimum- 
distance channels for lengths up to 10 are listed in 
Table 2.

In order to complete the upperbounding for the im
pulse responses, the constant K2.in (3.16) must be
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Table 2. Performance Loss and Corresponding Nonunique 

Minimum-Distance Impulse Response

Channel length
Performance loss (dB)
-10 log,, ^ in

Minimum-distance
channel

I 0 I
2 0 (a,b) where a2 + b2 = I
3 2.3 (0.50,0.71,0.50)
4 4.2 (0.38,0.60,0.60,0.38)
5 5.7 (0.29,0.50,0.58,0.50,0.29)
6 7.0 ' (0.23,0.42,0.52,0.52,0.42,

0.23)
7 . 8.2 (0.19,0.35,0.46,0.50,0.46,0.35,0.19)
8 9.2 (0.16,0.30,0.41,0.46,0.46,

0.41,0.30,0.16)
9 10.1 (0.14,0.26,0.36,0.43,0.45,0.43,0.36,0.26,0.14)
10 10.9 (0.12,0.23,0.32,0.39,0.42,

0.42,0.39,0.32,0.23,0.12)
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evaluated. This is a simple matter because the worst 
possible condition is a channel which can have a continu
ous string of errors without increasing the minimum error 
distance. This can be evaluated by actually computing 
the channels which correspond to this case. These are 
the so-called maximal distortion channels of Austin [8]. 
The constant K2 for these channels and thus for all pos
sible channels is upperbounded by

00 m-1 nK2< Z (2n) (— =■) = 2m(m-1) (3.19)n=l m

3.4 Various Types of Adaptive Maximum- 
Likelihood Sequence Estimation 
Receivers and Their Performance
The maximum-likeIihood sequence receiver structure 

was initially formulated under the assumption that the 
channel response 'c(t) is known. It is often the case in 
the real world, the channel response is not known to us.
In this case, the receiver has to be adaptive to the un
known channel. In theory the WMF (whitened matched fil
ter) must also adapt to the channel impulse response as 
well as the Viterbi decoder. If the WMF is fixed rather 
than being adaptive, the rioise at the output of WMF 
becomes correlated. The effect of correlated noise has
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been partially analyzed by Kobayashi [29] and Quershi 
[32]. These results indicate that even highly correlated 
noise does not cause significant loss in the performance 
of the Viterbi decoder. Recently, quite a few adaptive 
MLSE receiver structures have been proposed, and some of 
these structures are described briefly now.

3.4.1 An Adaptive Maximum-Likelihood 
Sequence Estimation Receiver 
Using a Channel Estimator

This receiver structure has been suggested by 
Magee and Proakis [31] . Figure 3.3 shows the adaptive 
receiver to be considered. This receiver structure as
sumes that a whitened matched filter precedes the sampler 
and thus only the sequence {z^} of sampled values is con
sidered in the anlysis. Since the Viterbi algorithm 
requires a knowledge of the channel impulse response to 
function, a channel estimator is provided which operates 
on the information sequence estimate and received signal 
sequence to provide a measurement of the channel response. 
The channel estimator used is shown in Figure 3.4.

The estimator approximates the actual channel with 
a finite state linear machine, that is, in exactly the 
same manner, as.the channel model shown before in
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Figure 3.1. The estimated channel path gains {g\} are 
adjusted by the steepest descent algorithm to minimize 
the mean-square error (MSB) between the actual received 
sequence and a received sequence estimate formed from the 
output of the finite state machine model. A is the ad
justment parameter and the rate of convergence and accur
acy of the estimate depends upon this parameter. A delay, 
the same as the VA decision delay, is required to prop
erly time the comparison between the received sequence 
and the received sequence estimate. The operation of the 
channel estimator is discussed in detail later.

It will now be shown that when the MSE between 
Ẑ. and ẑ. is minimized, the resulting values for the tap 
gains of the channel estimator are the values of the sam
pled channel impulse response. For mathematical tracta- 
bility, it is assumed that the estimated information se
quence is correct; i.e., {x̂ .} is identical to the
transmitted sequence {x^}. This is a reasonable assump
tion for a receiver operating at a low probability of 
error. The MSE between the received sample and the 
estimated sample is

e 1z Jc- z Jc1
2 (3.20)
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where

fj k-j

gj Xk-j

(3.21)

It is easily shown (Appendix A) that the tap gains 
that minimize the MSE in (3.20) must satisfy the set of 
w + I linear equations

2 = B. j = 0, I, w (3.22). .k-0 X ^

where

*jk= E

B-
v2 f,.4.,
k=0 'k jk

In matrix notation, (3.22) becomes

$G = B

(3.23)

(3.24)

where # is.a (w+1) x (w+1) covariance matrix of the in
formation sequence x^, and B is a column vector of the 
(w+1) cross-correlations = E (x̂  zk)• The solution to
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this set of equations is expressed in matrix form as'

opt S-1B (3.25)

where Gopt is the optimum set of tap gains in the sense 
of minimum MSE. The minimum MSE is

MSEmin = E1(zk " V  2K1

E(zk • zk> * B Gopt (3.26)

From above equations, it is obvious that as long 
as the information sequence {x^} is uncorrelated, the 
optimum tap gains for the channel estimator are exactly 
equal to the respective values of the channel impulse re
sponses . It is also apparent that when the length w of 
the channel estimator is greater than or equal to the 
length v of the channel impulse response, the optimum 
tap gains are equal to the respective values of the chan
nel impulse response even when the information sequence 
is correlated.

The obvious way to solve (3.24) is to invert the 
covariance matrix 0; but B is not known, and frequently 
the statistics of the information sequence may also be 
unknown. So this is not a practical solution to.the
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problem of finding G .̂. An alternative technique used 
here is the steepest descent algorithm for finding the 
minimum of a function. This algorithm also helps in 
making the receiver self adjusting. The algorithm becomes 
in this case

k+1 k Te■gj. = gj + A(G)* xk_j j = 0, I, ...., w (3.27)

where e^ ^k_j is the product between the error at the 
kth iteration and the information symbol in the jth tap 
at.the kth iteration. Each iteration corresponds to the 
entrance of new data into the channel estimator.

The operation of the channel estimator is now ex
plained. Every T seconds a new data point and a new 
information symbol x^ are fed into the channel estimator. 
An estimate of the received data z^ is formed by multi
plying the sequence of symbols stored in the tapped
delay line by the corresponding tap gains g. and summing]Ir (the (w+1) products. An error symbol e is formed by taking 
the difference between the actual data sample z^ and the 
estimate z^. This error, scaled by a factor A, is then 
multiplied by the symbol Xj at the appropriate tap. The 
resulting products are added to the corresponding values
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of the previous tap gains to form a new set of tap gains. 
The dotted section of Figure 3.4 does two operations. 
Firstly, the jth tap gain is incremented by the amount

■ t k ' 'which is e A-x^_^. Secondly, the incremented tap gain 
multiplies the stored symbol and the resulting product 
is then added together with the products obtained from 
the other tap gains to form an estimate of the received 
sample. In the receiver structure of Figure 3.3, these 
new taps are fed to the Viterbi decoder for the next 
computations. The convergence of this channel estimator 
depends upon the adjustment parameter A. The behavior 
and choice of the adjustment parameter A is discussed in, 
more, details in Chapter IV.

The above receiver makes use of the estimated in
formation sequence at the output of the Viterbi decoder 
in making the adjustments. One may also send a short 
training sequence to perform the initial adjustment of 
the tap gains. Magee [31] has shown that this training 
sequence is not required in binary signalling, but it is 
expected that multilevel signalling would require a 
training sequence during start up operation for most 
dispersive channels.
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3.4.2 Performance of the Adaptive MLSE

Receiver Using. Channel Estimator
The performance of this type of adaptive receiver 

structure has been derived by Magee [31] in combination 
with Forney 's work [22] . When the information sequence 
consists of 11s and -I's sent with equal probability, 
the upper bound on the symbol error probability can be 
expressed as

Pr (e) £ K erfc (dmin/2cN). (3.28)

where K and dm^n are constants dependent upon the error 
structure of the channel and c^ is dependent on the noise 
variance and the errors in the channel estimate. The con
stant K and.d^^ are determined as described in section 
3.3. The error signal at the output of the channel esti
mator is a result of the noise in the channel, a noise 
due to misadjustment of the tap gains in the channel ad
justment and the error in the estimated information se
quence. aN has been expressed by Magee [31] to equal

aN2 = a2 + eA (3.29)

where

eA = A(w+1) Sain *.o/2 (3.30)
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is the noise variance which takes into account the noise 
due to the misadjustment in the tap gains and the error 
in the estimated sequence.

A is the adjustment parameter. 
w is the length of the estimated channel.
£min the minimum MSE when the channel is known 

exactly and .

£min = ° 2 * V e> l3-30>
The errors inherent in x̂. form an addition to the error 
signal caused by the information sequence estimate. The
mean-square value of this noise (denoted as £ (e)) is

)approximately given by

ep (e) = dmin Kl ' e r f c ( ^ )  (3.31)

where d ^  is the energy contained in the minimum weight 
error event and the remainder of the expression is the 
probability of that error event described in section 3.3.

It is obvious from (3.29) that there are two inde
pendent noise terms affecting the decisions being made: 
additive noise in the channel and channel estimation noise. 
These two terms are additive in the way in which they af
fect the metric computations in the Viterbi decoder. It
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is also assumed in deriving (3.28) that total noise is 
Gaussian. This is approximately true because n^ is a 
Gaussian random variable and misadjustment noise is ap
proximately Gaussian due to its being generated by channel 
noise and the information sequence estimate summed over 
many terms.

The calculations necessary to evaluate (3.28) were 
made by Magee and Proakis [31] for two channels shown.in 
Figure 3.5. The results obtained by simulation for these 
two channels are shown in Figure 3.6. The lower bound 
corresponds to one derived by Forney [22] . The results 
are plotted with symbol error probability versus input 
signal-to-noise ratio. Input signal-to-noise ratio is 
defined to be [31].

" a *  '
ISNR = and (3.31)

It is quite clear from Figure 3.6 that this re
ceiver structure provides a large improvement over the 
other nonlinear schemes (decision-feedback schemes in 
particular) and very nearly eliminates the effect of 
intersymbol interference.
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Figure 3.5 Samples of channel impulse response.
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CHANNEL A
• - MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD DATA 
- DECISION FEEDBACK DATA

,UPPER BOUND

Pr (e)

LOWER BOUND

INPUT SNR IN dB.
Figure 3.6(a) Pr(e) vs. input SNR in dB. (Taken from [31] )
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CHANNEL B
• - MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD DATA 
X  - DECISION FEEDBACK DATA

.UPPER BOUND

Pr (e)

LOWER BOUND

INPUT SNR IN dB.
Figure 3.6(b) Pr (e) vs. input SNR in dB. (Taken from [31]).
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3.4.3 An Adaptive Maximum-Likelihood 

Sequence Estimation Receiver Using 'a Linear" Equalizer
This basic receiver structure was mentioned by 

Forney [22] in his conclusions as a potential research 
area. But Quershi and Newhall [32] have considered this 
suboptimum but simple and practical receiver in more 
detail.

The receiver consists of a linear adaptive equal
izer in cascade with a maximum-likelihood sequence esti
mator. The purpose of the linear adaptive equalizer is to 
limit the time spread of the channel and mitigate time 
variation before maximunv-likelihood sequence estimation.
A block diagram of■this type of receiver is shown in 
Figure 3.7. The ^adaptive equalizer helps in making the 
overall response of the dotted portion (see Figure 3.7) 
equal to the desired response. Since the complexity of 
the MLSE increases exponentially with L (length of the 
channel) , the adaptive receiver structure proposed by 
Magee [31] becomes impractical for channels with large L. 
In such cases this type of receiver becomes a practical . 
alternative. The.proposed adaptive receiver is shown in 
Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.7 An adaptive receiver with equalizer.
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In the present receiver structure, the matched fil

ter is omitted, thus incurring some information loss. 
However, for channels that are strictly band limited to 

. 1/2T Hz, such as partial response channels, a low pass 
filter to remove out-of-band noise and a symbol-rate sam
pler provide a set of sufficient statistics for estimating 
{x^}. The operation of this receiver structure is now ex
plained. The received sequence {z^} is first passed 
through a linear adaptive equalizer which limits the inter 
symbol interference introduced by the channel. The equal
ized sequence {q^} is fed to a Viterbi detector which 
produces an estimate °f the information sequence {x^}
with a delay of D symbol periods. .This estimate is the
recovered data. A sequence {x^} of tentative decisions 
chosen from the surviving path with the maximum log- 
likelihood is used for equalizer adjustment in the de
cision directed mode. This sequence, which has suffered 
a delay of B<D units in the Viterbi decoder, is passed 
through a fixed non-recursive digital filter, the coeffi
cients of which represent the desired pulse response 
{g^} of the channel and the equalizer in cascade. The 
output of this digital filter is then the desired output
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Figure 3.8 Proposed adaptive receiver.
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to produce, the error sequence {e^}. The tap gains of the 
adaptive equalizer are adjusted to minimize the mean- 
square error E ( e£). Since the error sequence is delayed 
by B symbol periods, B additional storage units are needed 
in the equalizer delay line to adaptively adjust the B 
right-most tap gains.

The gist of the proposed approach is that the task 
of the reception of digital signals in the presence of 
intersymbol interference is shared by the equalizer and a 
Viterbi detector. This allows the MLSE receiver to be 
made of practical size with only a small degradation in 
performance. In addition, the equalizer performs better 
and needs fewer taps since it is not required to remove 
intersymbol interference completely. It is obvious that 
the choice of the desired channel-equalizer response is 
an important factor. As mentioned earlier, the complexity 
of the MLSE is proportional to m , practical consider
ations demand that the number of samples L in the desired 
impulse response be kept small (say, 2 or 3 for 8- or 4- 
level systems). Second, a linear equalizer can equalize 
valleys or nulls, in the transmission characteristics of 
the channel only at the cost of noise enhancement. Inter
symbol interference caused by such channel characteristics
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can be better handled by the nonlinear MLSE. This, sug
gests that the desired impulse response of the channel- 
equalizer combination should retain the gross channel 
characteristics. One strategy is to select L contiguous 
samples, including the reference sample, from the actual 
channel impulse response. This choice of the desired 
channel-equalizer pulse response decreases the mean- 
square error at the input and, consequently, at the out
put of the equalizer. For unknown channels, the equalizer 
can initially be used to find a least-mean-square error
estimate of the discrete-time channel model.

' ' / ,

3.4.4 Performance of an Adaptive MLSE
Receiver Using a Linear Equalizer

The performance of this type of adaptive receiver 
has been evaluated by Quershi and Newhall [32] quite ac
curately. The noise sequence {n^} at the input to the 
Viterbi detector consists of I) white Gaussian noise 
passing through the equalizer, 2) excess noise due to 
random fluctuations in the tap gains about their optimal 
(least mean-square error) values, and 3) any intersymbol 
interference other than the desired controlled value.
The effect of this noise has been taken into account by
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Quershi [32] , and the upper bound for symbol error prob
ability is

Pr(e) < Z P (C) [W (C) H ] (3.32)
CeE u H i=0 m

where (C) is the Hamming weight defined earlier and 
Py (C) is defined in [32]. The lower bound for probability 
of symbol error is taken to be the same as calculated by 
Forney [22].

The results obtained for binary transmission over 
a typical telephone channel are illustrated in Figure 3.9. 
The sampled impulse response of the channel is shown.in 
Figure 3.10(a). The desired channel-equalizer impulse 
response is.shown in Figure 3.10(b). It consists of three 
main impulses of the channel response. The frequency- 
domain responses corresponding to the sampled impulse 
response of Figure 3.10(a) and the desired impulse response 
of Figure 3.10(b) are illustrated in Figure 3.10(c). The 
performance of a 33-tap linear adaptive equalizer for the 
channel of Figure 3.10(a) is evaluated by computer simu
lation and.is also presented in Figure 3.9 for comparison. 
Figure 3.9 also shows the results obtained by computer 
simulation.
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Figure 3.9 Average bit-error probability vs. output SNR
(Taken from Quershi and Newhall [32]).
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(C)
Figure 3.10 (a) Samples of channel response, (b) Desired

channel-equalizer response, (c) Frequency-domain response.
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3.4.5 Comparison of these Two Adaptive 

Receiver Structures
If the channel is highly dispersive, the receiver 

structure proposed by Magee [31] is not suitable because 
the complexity of the MLSE increases exponentially with 
L and consequently, this adaptive receiver structure 
becomes impractical. In such cases a receiver using a 
linear equalizer is less complex and more practical. For 
channels with small L, the receiver structure using a 
channel estimator is nearly as good as optimum MLSE
receiveri



Chapter IV

DEVELOPMENT OF FASTER CONVERGING 
CHANNEL ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS

In Chapter III, some adaptive maximum-likelihood 
receivers were discussed. One of these receiver struc
tures consists of a channel estimator to be used in con
junction with the Viterbi algorithm. The tap gains of the 
channel estimator are adjusted by minimizing the mean- 
square error between the.received signal and the estimated 
signal. The algorithm used in the iterative process is 
the steepest descent algorithm. The adjustment parameter 
(or step size) A is kept the same in all iterations, i.e., 
A is fixed throughout the time during which the tap gains 
are adjusted for the channel estimator. This fixed-step- 
size algorithm often converges rather slowly, many iter
ations may be needed to achieve reasonable performance. 
Magee [31] also suggested that more-rapidly-converging 
algorithms for channel estimation should be developed. In 
this chapter, two algorithms for channel estimation are 
developed and are shown to be much faster in convergence 
than the fixed-step-size algorithm. Both these algorithms 
make use of a variable step size.
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4.I First-Order Algorithm

The so-called first-order algorithm employs a
variable-step-size gradient search procedure for adjusting
the tap gains of the channel estimator, and this algorithm
guarantees improvement at the end of a fixed number of
iterations. Therefore, this algorithm is suitable only in
the training mode. In other words, the proposed algorithm
makes use of a set of isolated training pulses called the
test signal for the iterative adjustment of the parameters
of the channel estimator.

4.1.1 Variable Step Size
Some of the equations described in Section 3.4 are 

reproduced here in order to derive the corresponding re
lations for a variable step size. The channel estimator 
is again shown in Figure 4.1. The tap gains of the channel 
estimator are adjusted so that the MSE between the received 
sample z^ and the estimated sample ẑ. is minimized.

e(MSE) = E(zk - zk) 2 (4.1)

where v
nk + 2 fj *k-jj=0

Z1
w

• 2 g j=0 ] Xk-j (4.2)
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Figure 4.1 Channel estimator.
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It is shown in Appendix A that the tap gains that 

minimize the MSE in (4.1) must satisfy the set of (w+1) 
linear equations.

where

j =0, I, ..., w (4.3)

V  a E(xjxk>
(4.4)

B. Z f, 0.
k=0 k jk'

In matrix notation, (4.3) becomes

SG = B (4.5)

where $ is a (w+1)x(w+1) covariance matrix of the infor
mation sequence {x^}, and B is a column vector of the (w+1) 
cross-correlations B^ = E(x^z^)J The formal solution to 
this set of equations is expressed in matrix form as

Gopt (4.6)

where is the row vector for the (w+1) optimal tap
gains in the sense of minimum MSE. Since it is not pos
sible (explained earlier in Chapter III) to find the solu
tion of (4.5) directly, gradient techniques are used. A
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steepest descent algorithm used by Proakis and Magee [31] 
has the recursive relation

‘k+1 = gj " I cSij)gj 0, I f • • • / (4.7)

where 3e is the gradient of the mean-square error (4.1).

It follows from Appendix A that

3 e - 2 e^ x.k-j (4.8)

Substituting (4.8) in (4.7), we get

9j+1 = 5j + 1 ek *k-i (4.9)

Now.in the variable-step-size approach, A is replaced by a 
variable step size, say ot̂ . Then (4.7) becomes

a.
.Z1 = a1? -3 - 4  - (4.10)

3 £ 1Let (g-̂) represent the gradient row vector at the kth 
iteration. In vector notation equation (4.10) can be 
represented as

=k+1 - =k - f # ) (4.11)

' I
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Definition; The difference between the estimated tap gain 
and optimal tap gain is defined as the deviation in the 
estimated tap gain from the optimal tap gain.

»5 gj " 9jopt 0, I, (4.12)

Where is the deviation in the jth estimated tap gain from 
the optimal tap gain at the kth iteration. In vector 
notation equation (4.12) becomes

Ek = Gk - G (4.13)
k kwhere E f G f G0pt are aH  vectors. It follows from 

equation (4.11) that

Gk+1 - Gk - - -^ (||) (4.14)

Ek+1 = Gk+1 - G

Ek = Gk - Gopt

(4.15)

(4.16)

Subtracting (4.16) from (4.15) gives

Ek+1 - Ek = Gk+1 - Gk (4.17)

Substituting (4.17) in (4.14) results into

Ek+1 - Ek = - (4.18)
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g-Q - (”2) (B-#G^) (4.19)

Combining (4.19) and (4.18) yields

Ek+1 - Ek = (-Ĵ .) (-2) (B-^Gk)

Ek+1 = Ek + ak (B-^Gk) (4.20)

= Ek - ak$G + akB 

= Ek - ak$ (Gk - $-1B)

= Ek - ak$Ek

= (I-a%$) Ek (4.21)

The solution of (4.21) at the Mth step is

Em = Pm (S)E0 (4.22)

where
M-I

P (S) = E (I-US) (4.23)
k=0 K

= polynomial of degree M in S. 
The best fixed-stejg>-size algorithm suggested by Proakis 
and Magee [31] is optimum locally in the sense that the
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optimum step size to go from one iteration to the next is 
given by

2/Xmax (4.24)
where Ama .̂ is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix $. How-, 
ever, we shall consider the error vector only at the Mth 
iteration and minimize the norm of the tap-gain error vec
tor
to be used in M iterations. The local behavior of the. 
error norm for the M-I intermediate iterations will be dis

EM || by finding the optimum set of step sizes {ou}M-1

regarded. From (4.22) it follows that
IIe m II = ||pm (®) . e 0||<||pm ($)|| . H e 0 II (4.25)

We shall consider finding the set {a^}M  ̂which minimizes 
an upper bound to the norm of P^($). Thus, the minimum 
will be independent of any given initial setting.

The norm of Pm ($), as defined by Varga [37], is the 
largest eigenvalue of PM ($) in magnitude. Since Pm ($) is a 
polynomial in $, the eigenvalues of Pm ($) are the values of 
the polynomial Pm (x) when evaluated at the eigenvalues of 
$. Therefore, the problem is reduced to finding the set of 
step sizes generating the polynomial operator Pm (x) such 
that

Il p M  Il =  ^ a x  Ipm (A1) I (4.26)M A1 (O) M 1
is minimum.
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The eigenvalues of $ are not known in advance since

the statistics of the input information are not completely 
known. However, one can assume that upper and lower bounds 
to the eigenvalues are known. Let us represent the upper

mization problem can be restated in terms of the upper 
bound

Instead of minimizing the maximum magnitude over 
the discrete set {A^}, we shall minimize for the worst

will be chosen so as to minimize the peak value of the 
resulting polynomial over the range >̂ u)• Among poly
nomials of degree M, the polynomial of least magnitude in 
the interval (-1,1) is the Chebyshev polynomial (Varga [37] , 
p. 137) Tm (y) defined by

and lower bound as and X^, respectively. Given that 
only the range of eigenvalues (X^,X̂ ) is known, the opti

(4.27)

distribution of the eigenvalues. The step sizes {a•}M ^i o

-ITm (y) = cos (M cos y)
-I= cosh (M cosh y)

|yI £ I, M >_ 0

y >_ I, M > 0
(4.28)
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The mapping ,Vxjf2x,

V xJt • (4.29)

maps the region U u/^) to the (-1,1) region. Therefore, 
the solution to our problem is simply given in terms of 
the Chebyshev polynomial

^u + Ao1 “2xPm (X) = Constant • T ( x )
u Z

(4.30)

Using (4.23), we obtain (0) = I. Therefore, the optimum 
polynomial operator is

(4.31)

Equation (4.23) shows that the zeros of the polynomial
Pm (x) are at x It follows that the step sizes {a. }
are the reciprocals of the zeros of Pm (x ) . The zeros of 
the Chebyshev polynomial T (y) are given by

yk - cos ( % ; V ) 

= Xu-Xt ’

(4.32)
0, I, ..., M-I

(4.33)
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Thus, the equation for the optimum set of step sizes is

ak (Xu-Xjl) cos ((2k+T)n ' 2M '
-I

Since $ is a positive-definite matrix, a lower bound to 
the eigenvalues of $ can be taken as zero. Using the 
relation I - cos0 =.2 sin2j, the relation for ak 
becomes

2 . sin29/2
k = 0, I, ..., M-I

Xu sin2 6/2 (4.34)

where 0 (2k+l)n
2M

2For k = 0 or M = I, equation (4.36) yields a0 = j —  which
uis just the optimum fixed step size (4.24). The upper 

bound to the largest eigenvalue for. the positive definite 
matrix $ is given as

trace 0 = Z X. > X (4.35) ̂ i max
Then, a simple upper bound is

trace 0 (4.36)
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4.1.2 Performance of First-Order Algorithm and Simulation Results

As mentioned earlier, the decrease in the norm of 
the error vector is guaranteed at the Mth step, while after 
some of the M-I intermediate steps the norm of the error 
vector may have increased depending on the order of using ' 
step sizes. That is why this algorithm is suitable only 
in the training mode not in the tracking mode. The track
ing mode does not require test signal and thus this mode 
obviates the necessity for a long training period. The 
analysis for rate of convergence of this algorithm has 
been carried out in Appendix C.
Simulation Results

The simulation results were obtained for two chan
nels referred to as channel A and channel B as shown in 
Figure 4.2. The length of the channel was assumed to be 
5. The largest eigenvalue upper bound was calculated from 
the trace of the covariance matrix $. The input symbols 
were assumed to be equally probable. The fixed step size 
was taken to be 0.01. The input signal-to-noise ratio was 
held at 16.99 or 50 dB. Bipolar binary information was 
used throughout the simulation. The recursive algorithm 
for updating the tap gains of the channel estimator, given
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Figure 4.2 Samples of channel impulse response
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in (4.10), employs unbiased noisy estimates of the (w+1) 
gradients. The noise in these estimates causes random 
fluctuations in the tap gains about their least-mean- 
square-error-optimal values and thus leads to an increase 
in the MSE. The increase in MSE above the minimum 
achievable. MSE due to the estimation of noisy gradients 
has been termed "excess-mean-square-error" [53].

It is obvious that the amplitude of the random 
fluctuations of the tap gains increase with an increase in 
the value of a^. Thus, a large value of a^, which causes 
rapid adaptation results in a large excess MSE, while a 
small value of causing slow adaptation, results in a
small excess MSB. It is clear from this discussion that 
the choice of involves a tradeoff between the speed of 
convergence of the recursive algorithm and the amount of 
excess MSE that can be tolerated.. The author has found 
that a useful guideline in selecting a value of the param
eter a f o r  a given channel is to choose so that it is 
ten percent of its analytic value. The norm of the error 
vector versus the number of iterations is plotted in

•Figures 4.3 and 4.4 using first-order algorithm for 
channels A and B. These plots.clearly illustrate the
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CHANNEL A
INPUT SNR 16.99 dB
ITERATIONS = 80

FIXED-STEP-SIZE ALGORITHM

FIRST-ORDER ALGORITHM

NUMBER OF ITERATIONS

Figure 4.3(a) Plot of norm of the error vector vs.iterations.
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CHANNEL A
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ITERATIONS = 80

FIXED-STEP-SIZE ALGORITHM

FIRST-ORDER ALGORITHM

NUMBER OF ITERATIONS

Figure 4.3(b) Plot of norm of the error vector vsiterations.
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Figure 4.4(a) Plot of norm of the error vector vsiterations.
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Figure 4.4(b) Plot of norm of the error vector vs
iterations.
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advantages of the first-order algorithm relative to the 
fixed-step-size algorithm.

4.2 Second-Order Algorithm
The first-order algorithm described above is useful 

only in a training mode because the improvement is guaran
teed only at the end of every M iteration, not at iter
ations in between. Therefore, we consider a second-order 
search algorithm designed to provide the minimum norm of 
the tap-gain error at each iteration. Convergence in an ' 
average sense is thus always monotonic.

4.2.1 Second-Order Algorithm Derivation
The recursive relation used in the second-order 

algorithm is of the form

. k+1 k ak 3e + Bk (ĝ  - gj_1>gj = gj 2 Sg. (4

where a a n d  £3̂. are to be found so that the norm of the
error vector decreases at each step. We know from our 
previous results that

$G = B

opt
-I0 B

and



where $, 
earlier.
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G, G0pt/ and B have the same meaning as described 
It is also clear from the derivation of first- 

order algorithm that

where

Ek+! = Gk+1 - $-1B

Gk+1 = Ek+1 + 5)"* 1B (4.38)

notation equation (4.37) becomes

Gk+i = Gk . + Bk (Gk - Gk"1) (4.39)

H - ( }39/

Substituting the relation for Gk from (4.38) into (4.39), 
we get

Ek+1 + $_1B = Gk - ~.(||) + Bk (Gk - Gk"1)

Ek+1 = Gk - $-1B - -^(|f) + Bk (Gk - Gk"1)
(4.40)

Now Gk - $ "*"B = Ek and Gk - Gk = Ek - Ek  ̂which are 
used in (4.40) to obtain

Ek+1 = Ek - -£(f§) + f3k (Ek - Ek"1)

( I  + Ek  -  ^ ( | § )  -  Bk  Ek ' i

(4.41)
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But from Appendix A,

Se '
.Sg -
Ek+1 =

(-2) (B - $Gk) and (4.41) becomes

(I + V Ek - ak
2 (-2) (B - $Gk) - Sk Ek"1

(I + fV Ek + ak§ ($""1b  " Gk) - Sk Ek"1

(I + V Ek + ak*(- Ek) - ek Ek"1

(I + 6k> I - ak $ Ek - Sk Ek 1 (4

where I is the (w+1) x (w+1) identity matrix. 
Equation (4.42) can also be written in the form

Ek+1 = Pfc(®) E0 (4.43)

where ($) is a polynomial of degree k in the matrix <$ 
and is readily shown to satisfy the second-order recursion

Pk+l(*) (I + Sk) I - ak$ Pk ($) - 3kPk_1($) (4.44)

In the first-order algorithm derivation, it is
Tf .. Tc i Ishown that the norm of E , ||E || , was minimized in a 

least upper-bound sense, by forcing pk ($) to be a 
Chebyshev polynomial of order k . In particular, we showed
that

Tv (Tl -
Pk (1I) 1 V Xt

Tk (Y) (4.45)
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with T^(Y) the first-order Chebyshev polynomial,

■ A U+xJl , ■ 'Y = y '- x " ' and. and. ' respectively, the upper and
lower bounds to the eigenvalues of $. With the first-order 
algorithm || || could be minimized in a least-upper-bound
sense at one value of k only. We demonstrate now that the 
second-order algorithm enables us to continually minimize 
the norm of the tap gain error. Recall [51] that Tfc(a ) 
satisfy the recursive relation

Tk+1(A) = 2 A Tk (A) - Tk-;L(A) (4.46)

Substituting (4.45) into (4.44) and letting 
2A = yI - >--r— $ , it is apparent (Appendix B) that (4.46)

U-aJI
and (4.44) are identical, provided that

Tk-I(Y)
Bk “ ^ T F T  x = 1' 2 *' ••• <4-47>

and
g _ 4

2with Bn = 0, and a. = \■ 0 . Au+AJl

Tk (Y) = a,(I + Bk) (4.48)
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The and 3k parameters can be readily calculated recur
sively from (4.46) and 4.47). From Appendix B, it also 
follows that

■ (l+3k)
3k+l " (4y2-l-3k) k — 1, 2 ,

with 3i = (2y2-l)

ao = 2/.(xu+xs,)
— cx g ( + 2 .  ̂ k = 0 , I f 2 / ...

(4.49)

(4.50)

Equations (4.49) and (4.50) thus provide the values of 
and 3Jc to be used in the iterative algorithm of (4.37) to 
guarantee that at any value of k, E is minimum in a least- 
upper-bound sense.

As mentioned earlier, 0 is in general a positive- 
definite matrix. So the lower bound A. can be assumed as 
zero. Hence,

Y- I (4.51)

Equations (4.49) and (4.50) are further simplified to the 
following equations:
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i+e

3k+l = (3-3k ) k

3 o = 0 and B1 = I

(4.51)

(̂  3̂ .̂̂ ) k - 0, 1 7 2 / ... (4.52)

Equations (4.51) and (4.52) are to be used in the second- 
order recursive relation (4.37) . The superiority of this 
algorithm over the fixed-step-size algorithm has been 
shown by simulation as described next.

4.2.2 Performance of Second-Order Algorithm and Simulation Results
It has been shown [36] that with the second-order 

algorithm, the norm of the tap-gain error decreases at 
each step; and therefore, this algorithm performs better 
than the first-order algorithm.. Considerable improvement 
in the rate of convergence over the fixed-step algorithm 
is possible using the second-order algorithm. In terms 
of computing machine applications, the second-order iter
ative method requires an additional vector of storage over 
the iterative method of first-order, an item which can be
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of considerable weight in the solution of large matrix 
problems.
Simulation Results

Simulation results using second-order algorithm 
were obtained again for the channels A and B. The recur
sive (4.37) for the adjustment of the tap gains of the 
channel estimator makes use of the gradients of the mean- 
square error. Unbiased estimates of the gradients are 
used in the recursive relation (4.37) as it is not possible 
(in general) to find the true-value of the gradients. As 
explained earlier, this noisy estimate of the gradients 
caused an increase in an excess MSE. Thus, the a1s ob
tained analytically in equation (4.52) were not employed 
directly, but ten percent of actual a1s were used in the 
recursive relation (4.37) to account for the noisy esti
mate of the gradients. All other parameters were taken 
to be the same as for the first-order algorithm. The 
results obtained are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 for two 
channels.

,i
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CHANNEL A
INPUT SNR 16.99 dB
ITERATIONS =80

FIXED-STEP-SIZE ALGORITHM

SECOND-ORDER ALGORITHM

NUMBER OF ITERATIONS

Figure 4.5(a) Plot of norm of the error vector vs.
iterations.
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CHANNEL A
INPUT SNR 50.0 dB
ITERATIONS =80

FIXED-STEP-SIZE ALGORITHM

SECOND-ORDER ALGORITHM

NUMBER OF ITERATIONS

Figure 4.5(b) Plot of norm of the error vector vs.iterations.
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CHANNEL B
INPUT SNR 16.99 dB 
ITERATIONS =80

FIXED-STEP-SIZE ALGORITHM

0.4-

SECOND-ORDER ALGORITHM0.2 -

NUMBER OF ITERATIONS

Figure 4.6(a) Plot of norm of the error vector vs
iterations.
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CHANNEL B
INPUT SNR 50.0 dB
ITERATIONS =80

FIXED-STEP-SIZE ALGORITHM

SECOND-ORDER ALGORITHM

NUMBER OF ITERATIONS

Figure 4.6(b) Plot of norm of the error vector vsiterations.



Chapter V

SENSITIVITY STUDY OF FORNEY'S SUBOPTIMUM ALGORITHM 
AND EQUALIZATION SCHEME FOR MAKING FORNEY'S 

SUBOPTIMUM ALGORITHM ADAPTIVE

5.I Forney's Suboptimum Algorithm
This suboptimum algorithm is suitable for the class 

of partial responses f(D) = l±Dn, and we will describe in 
detail the suboptimum algorithm for a particular type of 
partial response f(D) = I-D. This scheme involves making 
tentative decisions that are then corrected by a single 
error detecting and correcting decoder. Since

f(D) = I-D

and ^

Y (D) = x (D) f (D)

it follows that

= xk ' xk-l

With m-level inputs x^, the output signals y^ take 
on (2m-l) different levels. These output signals y^ are 
corrupted by noise to form which is the observed output. 
Tentative decisions y^ are made from the noisy outputs as 
to which output signal level is most probable. Since

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)
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there are more (2m-l)-ary sequences than m-ary  ̂sequences, 
certain sequences of tentative decisions can be recognized 
as impossible in the sense that no allowable input sequence 
could have caused them. This type of redundancy is used 
to detect errors in the tentative decisions.

In order to determine if the tentative decision se
quence is allowable, the general method is to pass y(D) 
through an inverse filter with impulse response l/f(D) and 
to see whether an allowable input x(D) comes out. For the 
particular response f (D) = 1-D, such a filter is realized 
by the feedback circuit in which = y^ + ^k-I' This 
feedback circuit is shown in Figure 5.1.

Whenever a single error is made, say yk= yk + I, the 
output X^ at that time will be one unit higher than the 
corresponding input x^.(see Figure 5.1). Because of the 
feedback, the error continues to propagate in the circuit 
and raises all subsequent x^ by one unit as well. At the 
first time k l̂ k for which x£ = m-1, we will observe the 
unallowable level x£ = m and detect the error. At this 
time we can reset to m-1 and error propagation ceases.

Im-ary sequence is a sequence with alphabet size 
equal to m.



H O

Figure 5.1 Inverse linear filter with response I/(1-D).

CORRECTIONS

LIMIT
TENTATIVE
DECISIONS

6 - UNIT STORAGE

CORRECTION CIRCUIT

Figure 5.2 Error-correction algorithm block diagram.
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Similarly, negative errors are detected when x̂ , <0.

The error detection circuit yields additional infor
mation beyond simply detecting the error. First, it indi
cates the polarity of the error. Second, observe that 
whenever x^ = 0 it is certain that no positive error is 
circulating in the circuit, since that would imply x^<0; 
similarly x. = m-1 implies no negative error. When we 
detect a positive error we can therefore be sure that it 
occurred in the finite time span since the last time 
x^ = 0 and likewise for a negative error.

To localize the error within this time span requires 
information about the reliability of each tentative de
cision. Let the apparent error n^ be defined as 
nk = zk - yk; for any reasonable noise distribution the 
tentative decision most likely to be in error is that for 
which nk has the largest magnitude with appropriate polar
ity. We, therefore, correct in that place. Figure 5.2 
shows the circuit that generates yk, Ak , and xk and stores 
tentative decisions for 6 time units awaiting correction.
To determine how long the storage time 6 should be, we 
note that the probability an error at time k will not have 
been detected before k+T is (1-1/m)T, the probability that
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T consecutive input symbols are not equal to m-1 or 0, as

I 6the case may be. For m=4 and 6=20, (I - = 0.003; thus,
if 6=20, one out of 300 errors will not be detected in 
time. This is satisfactory if and only if we are looking 
for not more than about two orders of magnitude of error 
rate improvement.

This algorithm has been used in a commercially
available 9600 bit/s telephone line modem with 4800
inputs/s, m=2 or 4 and a partial response for m=2 or 4 with
f(D) = I-D2. To implement an equivalent algorithm for m=2
or 4 with f(D) = I-D2 with integrated resistor-transistor
logic (RTL) circuits (2 flip/flops per IC) took about 50
integrated circuits, including all of the control logic.
With this algorithm, the error rates are in the range of 

-3 -510 - 10 which is an order of magnitude or so improve
ment in error rate with a tendency to less improvement at 
the higher error rate and more at the lower.

The equivalence of this algorithm to maximum- 
likelihood sequence estimation under two assumptions has 
been shown by Forney [22]. These assumptions are: 
Assumption I. No noise of magnitude |n^|>1 occurs.
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Assumption 2. After any single tentative decision error

OnJ-iL , no second error occurs before the error is
detected.

Using these assumptions, Forney [22] has been able 
to show the equivalence. Moreover, the probability that 
the above assumptions are not true is very small. There
fore, this suboptimum algorithm works almost as well as 
the Viterbi algorithm. The advantage of the suboptimum 
algorithm over the Viterbi algorithm is that it is very 
simple and much easier to implement.

5.2 Sensitivity Study of Forney's Suboptimum Algorithm 
In actual practice f(D) will not be exactly equal 

to I-D. In this section, we consider the effects of slight 
variations in f(D) = I-D. Since analytic results are hard 
to obtain, the effects of slight differences in f(D) from 
I-D have been investigated using simulation. Simulation 
results were obtained for the following f(D):

f (D) = I-D (5.4)
f CD) = I - 0.98D (5.5)
f (D) = I-D -0.1 D2 (5.6)
f (D) = I-D + 0.2 D2 (5.7)
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SIMULATION RESULTS

UPPER BOUND

LOWER
BOUND

OUTPUT SNR IN dB.
Figure 5.3(a) Log of probability of symbol error vs. output SNR in dB. for f (D)= I-D.
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SIMULATION RESULTS
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Figure 5.3(b) Log of probability of symbol error vs. output SNR in dB for f (D)= 1-0.98D.
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SIMULATION RESULTS

UPPER BOUND
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OUTPUT SNR IN dB.
Figure 5.3(c) Log of probability of symbol error vs. output SNR in dB. for f(D)= I-D-O.ID2.
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Figure 5.3(d) Log of probability of symbol error vs. output SNR in dB for f(D)= 1-D+0.2D1.
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Simulation Results

The simulation results were obtained for the above 
sampled channel responses using the method of computer sim
ulation explained in Appendix D. The lower and upper bounds 
were taken to be the same as given by Forney [22]. Fig
ure 5.3 shows the results obtained for different f(D) with 
log of probability of error versus output signal-to-noise 
ratio. It is obvious from these plots that this suboptimum 
algorithm is not sensitive to small fluctuations in f(D).

5.3 Adaptive Version of Suboptimum Algorithm
As mentioned earlier, Forney's suboptimum algorithm 

is suitable for f(D) = 1+Dn. This section will describe a 
scheme to make the suboptimum algorithm suitable for f(D) 
which is different from 1+Dn. A linear equalizer is used 
in conjunction with the channel model and the purpose of 
the equalizer is to make the overall response (of channel 
and equalizer) behave like the desired response for the 
suboptimum algorithm.

The test signal is used for adjusting the tap gains 
of the equalizer, and hence this scheme can be used only 
in the training mode. The basic scheme is represented by 
the block diagram in Figure 5.4.



NOISE
SEQUENCE

EQUALIZER

ALGORITHM
SUBOPTIMUM

DISCRETE
TIME CHANNEL 

MODEL

EQUALIZER 
TAP GAIN 
CONTROLLERTRANSMITTER

TEST SIGNAL

TRANSMITTER
DATA

Figure 5.4 Block diagram of equalization scheme for suboptimum algorithm.
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Notation;
x (D); Test signal sequence (This scheme will work in the 

best way if we have advance knowledge of the trans
mitted signal, i.e., if the transmitted signal is 
the same as the test signal.).

f(D); Sampled channel response, 
e (D): Sampled equalizer response.
F(D): Sampled response obtained by convolving f (D) and

e (D), i.e.,

F(D) = e (D) f (D) (5.9)

v: Span of the channel response.
f (D) ; f (D) = f0 + fjD + f2D2 + ... + fvDV (5.10)
e (D) ; e (D) = e0 + B1D + e2D2 + SpO? (5.11)
P: The degree of the polynomial e (D).
r : r = (p+v) is the degree of the polynomial F (D) .

F(D) = (e0 + B1D + ... epDP)(f0 + fiD + .-  V'')
F .; F . = jth coefficient of the polynomial F(D).J 3

P= 2 e.f. . (5.12)i=0 1 3

z(D); Output sequence after equalization
z (D) = x(D) F(D) + n (D) (5.13)
n (D) = e (D) n' (D) (5.14)
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Noise sequence before equalization.
Noise sequence at the output of the equalizer.

rV
v

nk =
zk = Received signal after equalization

(5.15)

(5.16)

Substituting for Ej from (5.12), (5.16) becomes

V '  jlo fJ 0eIfj-i' xk-j +
Zkd: zk^ = desired output after equalization

(5.17)

xk " xk-l (5.18)

V  Ek = !zk " zkd>
r p

X k - j  +  j i o "  “ k - j  "  X k  +  X k - 1
(5.19)

En : En = E (E12J

=i E z ( ' eifj-i)xk - j + J 0ejnk-j - xk + *k-lj=0 i=0
(5.20)

The problem is to minimize the mean-square error E^ by
adjusting the taps of the equalizer. Differentiating the
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expression (5.20) with respect to e^ and interchanging the 
order of expectation, we get 

3E„
= E -21V  V „ £j-i xk-j + K - t l i = 0, I, ..., p 

(5.21)
For i = 0,. (5.21) reduces to

= E
2(Ek)(j=Z0£jXk-j + n V

But

i i o ' i Xk"j + n 'k = + ni + Xk-j
and

2 fj x}r_j - 0 (because f. = 0 for j>v)j=v+l
So (5.22) reduces to

xk - j + ”£ ■ >

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

where is the actual received signal obtained before 
equalization.

3E_

Similarly
. 3e ,

= E

^eT “ E(2 Ek

2 "k(.f/j-i "k-i + " W

(5.25)

(5.26)
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r r
J-Ofj"1 X k " j +  nk~ 1 j = j + ^-1

v+1 r= Z f . . x. . + Z.
j-i CN>Il•nnIP

Let j = q+1.

r-1 V
g?0*q "k-q-l + K - I  ~ qiof<3

(5.27)
f .j-1 Xk-j + 1V-I

+ n.k-1

So in general,

3ER
W e T  = E (2 Ek zk-j) (5.28)

The recursive relation to be used in the adjustment of the 
taps of the equalizer is

k+1 ek] j = 0, I, P (5.29)

It is not possible to calculate E (E, z' .) because thisK Kw J
calculation depends on the channel response which in gen
eral is not known. To overcome this difficulty, one can 
use the unbiased estimate of the gradient as suggested by 
Widrow [45]. Using the unbiased estimate the recursive 
relation (5.29) becomes

!
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* r 4 - "o (2) E, z

- A E1

k k-j

Sk-j
0, I, P

(5.30)
where A is the adjustment parameter. .

The complete diagram for the adjustment of the tap 
gains of the equalizer is shown in Figure 5.5.

5.4 Simulation Results Obtained
for an Adaptive Equalization Scheme
The simulation results were obtained for two types 

of channels. The sampled responses for these two channels 
is given by

f(D) = I - D + 0.5 D2 
f (D) = I - 0.5 D - 0.5 D2

The equalizer had 11 taps and the main tap was 
set equal to I for start-up operation. 1000 symbols were
used in order to adjust the equalizer tap gains before the 
receiver started making decisions. The simulated proba
bility of error was calculated by actually counting the 
number of errors in 10,000 symbols. The lower bound for 
the probability of error was assumed to be the probability 
of error with no intersymbol interference. The upper



n (D)

Figure 5.5 Suboptimum algorithm with equalizer.
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X- SIMULATION RESULTS 
WITHOUT EQUALIZATION
SIMULATION RESULTS 
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OUTPUT SNR IN dB.Figure 5.6(a) Log of probability of symbol put SNR in dB. for f(D)= 1-D+0.5D2. error vs. out-
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10 15
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Figure 5.6(b) Log of probability of symbol error vs. output SNR in dB. for f (D)= 1-0.5D-0.5D2•
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bound for probability of error was taken to be one derived 
by Forney [22]. In actual practice, the probability of 
symbol error will be somewhat higher than given by the 
above upper bound because the equalizer will not be perfect 
in having the desired response. Moreover, the equalizer 
introduces some additional intersymbol interference and 
it also enhances the noise.

The results were plotted with log of probability of 
error versus output signal-to-noise ratio. The simulation 
results are shown by dots in Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b).
The crosses on the plots show the results without equal
ization. Thus, it is obvious from Figures 5.6(a) and 
5.6(b) that equalization helps a great deal in reducing 
the probability of error.



Chapter VI

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTED FUTURE RESEARCH

6.1 Introduction
This.chapter summarizes the results obtained and 

describes the conclusions drawn from the research con
ducted. The significance of the findings of this thesis 
is discussed, and possible directions for the extension of 
the work are mentioned.

6.2 Summary and Conclusions
The general problem of intersymbol interference in 

pulse transmission is of considerable practical interest 
and has received much attention in this thesis. Most of 
the attempts to combat the problem generally fell short of 
optimum performance until recently when the applicability 
of the Viterbi algorithm was recognized. The superiority 
of Forney's [22] optimum receiver over the other nonlinear 
and linear receivers was discussed in this thesis, and it 
was indicated that Forney's [22] receiver had a great po
tential for combating the problem of intersymbol interfer
ence. The discrete-time model developed by Forney [22] was 
presented in .detail* and it was shown that this discrete 
model was more suitable than the continuous-time model
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Maximum-likelihood techniques for sequence estima

tion were discussed, and the usefulness of the Viterbi 
algorithm for the task of sequence estimation was described 
Maximum-likelihood sequence estimation using the Viterbi 
algorithm was later proven to be asympototically optimum. 
Some adaptive maximum-likelihood sequence estimation re
ceivers were presented, and their relative performance and 
complexity were discussed.

An adaptive receiver structure proposed by Proakis 
and Magee [31] had a channel estimator to be used in com
bination with the Viterbi algorithm. This channel esti
mator suffered from the disadvantage of being slow in con
vergence to the optimum channel pulse response. Two al
gorithms for channel estimation were developed in this 
thesis and which were shown to converge more rapidly than 
the fixed-step-size algorithm used by Proakis and Magee 
[31] in their adaptive receiver structure. Simulation re
sults obtained showed the superiority of these algorithms.

Finally, Forney's [22] suboptimum algorithm for se
quence estimation was described; it became apparent from 
simulation results that small changes in f(D) did not 
cause a significant loss in the performance of this algo
rithm. An adaptive version of the suboptimum algorithm
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was developed; the results indicated that the equalization 
scheme did reduce the probability of error significantly.

The following conclusions were reached during the 
conduct of this research-
(1) Forney's [22] optimum receiver has superceded all the 
other linear and nonlinear receivers for the detection of 
digital signals in the presence of intersymbol interfer
ence and noise. The work performed on symbol-by-symbol 
nonlinear detection techniques was nonproductive.
(2) An adaptive MLSE receiver structure using a linear 
equalizer is found to be more useful for highly dispersive 
channels than the adaptive receiver suggested by Proakis 
and Magee [31]. But the adaptive receiver using channel 
estimator [31] is asymptotically optimum and less complex 
for channels with lengths of 2 or 3. Also, an adaptive 
receiver using a linear equalizer is suboptimum, but more 
readily implemented. The linear equalizer enhances noise 
near nulls.
(3) Two faster converging algorithms for channel esti
mation were derived. The second-order algorithm performs 
better than the first-order algorithm, while the first- 
order algorithm works much better than the fixed-step-size 
algorithm.
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(4) Forney's suboptimum algorithm performance is not de
graded much by the small fluctuations in the channel im
pulse response. An adaptive equalization scheme used in 
combination with this suboptimum algorithm helps a great 
deal in reducing the probability of symbol error for chan
nels whose pulse response is different from I+Dn .

6.3 Suggestions for Future Research
The following areas appear to be fruitful for future

work:
(1) It would be desirable to have simplified or approxi
mate forms for the Viterbi algorithm for channels having 
response other than I+Dn in order to enhance the economic 
feasibility of the BA receiver structure.
(2) Some additional work on sequential receiver struc
tures, such as the results of Ungerboeck [14] is in order 
to see if simplified adaptive realizations of these struc
tures are possible.
(3) The work of Proakis and Magee [31] assumes that an 
adaptive realization of a whitened matched filter is used 
to track channel response and that this tracking is exact. 
They.then concentrate on adjusting the parameters of the 
transversal filter f (D). What happens when these
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assumptions are.not met? How does this affect the perfor
mance of the MLSE receiver?
(4) Forney's [22] work is based on the fact that the 
channel impulse response is of finite duration. It would 
be interesting to extend Forney's work to channels with 
infinite-duration impulse responses.
(5) It should be possible to develop a variable-step-size 
algorithm for channel estimation using dynamic programming 
[28] as a .tool for selecting the step sizes {ô  } by imposing 
constraints on the average excess mean-squared error and 
the number of iterations.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS (3.22), 
(4.3),■ (4.8) , AND (4.19)

It follows from (4.1) that MSE is given by

S(MSE) = E(zk - zk )2 (I)

where

zk = "k + *,*3

and

■ j V i
Substituting the relations for zk and zk into (I) and we 
get

E(MSE) = E (nk +
V
2 fj j=0 J k-j

w
2 g, j .=o - (2)

Differentiating (2) with respect to g^, the relation ob
tained is

+
v
2 f,j=0 3 k-j

w
2 9-j j=0 3 Xk-:'(-2 xk-l>I (3)

Se
Sgi 0 for minimum mean-square error.
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V W

E  (nk  +  \ fj 2iTc-I " -Z rtg j x T c - V  (~2 x Tc-S}  ̂ =  0j=0 j=0

v w
<-2) ?ink xk-i +(.!0fj xk-j)xk-i - (.=09j xk-g> xk-il=0

E(nk xk-i +<jf0£j xk-j)xk-i - ( f03j 1V j l xk-i) O

(4)

Assumptions:
1. The noise sequence and information sequence are not 

correlated.
2. The information sequence {x^} is uncorrelated.

Using the above assumptions, (4) reduces to

^ O fj E (Xk..Xk..) = ^ g j E(xk_jXk_.)

But E(xk-jxk-i)

Thus, relation (5) reduces to
Di

w
i = o * i  * j i 1 fj $ji-j=0

B.
i = 0, I, 2,
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v

where B . = 2 f . $ .
j=0 3

Equation (6) is the same as (4.3) and (3.22).

Equation (3) can also be put in other form as shown below

Since it is hard to find the expected value of the quan
tity on the right side of equation (7), an unbiased esti
mate of the gradient is used. Therefore, (7) becomes

I f -  =  - 2 <I
Furthermore, it is assumed that the receiver is making 
correct decisions; using this fact in (8), we get

“ EOsk - zk) (- 2xk_.

= E (- 2 e^ x.k-i (7)

‘k-i (9)



Equation
(4.19)

-2e ^ I 0fD Xk-j><*k-i>
W

" ‘jfo^ Xk-j)(xk-i,l

V W
-2( 2 f. *. - 2 gj_0 J 3i j=o J

W "
“2(B , - 2 g. #. )

1 j=o J • (10)

In matrix notation (10) can be written as

g-Q— — 2 (B - $G^) (11)

Equation (11) is exactly the same as (4.19), and hence 
(4.19) is derived.

(3) is written here again to derive relation
138

Ei<nk + jf/j xk-j - !„9, W  <" 2



APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS (4.47-4.50)

(4.44) and (4.45) give the following relations:
1W * ) a  + (Sk) I - akt] v*> - 6J c W * ) (I)

V  )
1^ rl - ^ 7

CTk (Y) (2)

Y Xu + A£
Xu - XA (3)

Substituting (3) into (2) and letting A = y l - -- -2,—
Xu”X£we get

0,

Tk+i<YI-r^xr*)________ u A
V i

Tk(YI-x^xr*) V i (YI-x^x;*>[ ( W k)I-V].— "
k Tk-i^>

[<(l+3k)i -ak<£> _ B V i w
JTk(T) K V 1(Y)

V i  <«
-[Tk(A) T , (A)

at6jW j i kW  - V i M A  5— TfTViW
(4)
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If (A) is to be Chebyshev polynomial.

Tk+1 (A) = 2 a Tk (A) . - T ^ 1 (A) (5)

Comparing (4) and (5), we get the following relations:

[ (I + 3k ) I - a. *] 

or
Tk (Y)(i + Bk)I - ak4 = 2 A (7)

Tk+l'Y)
V T T v T

Tk- i (V) 
Tk+1<Y)

Tk+1<Y>
^ T v T - 2 A

We know that
A = yi - 2 _  &

\ l !L

A - y i
7V xI

(YI-A)(Xu-X£)

Substituting (8) into (7),
ak *k ,i , _ _  . _ ?k(Y)(I + 8k)I + -2" a (Xu-\ ) - -y- X^u-Xjl) YI = 2 A -

k+1 (Y)
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Comparing terms on both sides of above equation, we get

where

-T ' V xJl > * TkT^Y)

. 4 Tk'T)
k Tk+1 ̂  ̂
a. =

(I + 8%) = f  (Xu -X1 )Y

‘k T V xI (1 + 6kixXu^ v

V X I  u  + V

a , a  + 0k> (10)

V xT (11)

Equations (6) and (10) verify (4.47) and (4.48).
In order to verify (4.49), we start with (6)

&k+1
Tk (Y)

But we know that Tk+2(Y) 2 Tk+i. (1Y) “ Tk (Y), and there
fore (6) reduces to
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Tk (V)

k+1 2Y Tk+1(Y) - Tk (Y)

2Y
But

Tk (Y) - I

^k(Y) ao , .
Tk+1(Y) " T  (1 +

(l+9k)(Xu-X*)

2Y

Therefore,

Tk+1(Y) _ 2Y
- ^ T yT - =  I T ^

k+l
2 ^ T T W - )  - I

l+3k
= 4Y2-1-31

3 - = T q (V)
Tt-T 2 (Y) 2 Y 2-1

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)



APPENDIX C

ANALYSIS FOR RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF A 
VARIABLE-STEP-SIZE ALGORITHM

It follows from (4.25) that

II Em  Il = Hpm (S) E 0H

and

IIe m  Il I  IIp m W I M I e 0 Il
where

But

Il £ max IPM(x) I 
A JllxIx u

max
xJllxI xU

V a O-2X
xM xIxU

Thus (4) takes the form as

pm W|| I - T bTX
T m (V

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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Let —  = a , and (5) reduces to

V S t >
But

where

Tm (|±j ) = Cosh Mz = h (eMz+e-Mz)

z = Cosh-1 (gl)

Solving cosh z = for ez gives

.z _ a h - 1  
' " a % + I

Substituting for e in (7), we get

V i F I *  = ^ p M+p~M)

where

a h - 1 â s+l

Thus, Pm ($) can be written in the form

(*)|| I (P^P^)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(IQ)

(ID

(12)
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Using the above results for P̂ .($) in (2) , we get

H e m H 2IlE0 II -  (pM4-p-M ) (13)

It is obvious from (13) that with the increase in the 
number of iterations, the norm of the tap-gain error de
creases. The norm of the tap-gain error will approach 
zero as M becomes larger.

/

I



APPENDIX D

METHOD OF COMPUTER SIMULATION

All the computer simulations reported in this thesis 
were done at the Montana State University computation 
center using an XDS Sigma 7 computer. The simulations 
were implemented by writing Fortran statements for the chan 
nel model of Figure 2.4, and feeding it a randomly gener
ated information sequence, a set of independent Gaussian 
random numbers for the noise sequence, and a chosen set 
of fixed values {f^} for the channel pulse response. The 
output of the channel model fed directly into the receiver 
which was simulated by writing Fortran statements for the 
particular operations involved. The error rates reported 
were for 10,000 information symbols after the receiver 
had adopted to the channel.

The information symbols were generated by using the 
random number generator "RANDOM" and using +1 for the 
symbol if the random number was greater than 0.5, and 0 
if the random number was less than 0.5. The Gaussian noise 
was generated by using a subroutine "GAUSS" available in 
one of the files in the Sigma 7 system. This subroutine 
makes use of a set of random numbers. These numbers were
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generated by using the random number generated described 
above, and by adding 12 of the numbers together to form 
each Gaussian random number. The Gaussian numbers were 
generated according to the equation

12
n = R + 6 + E X . )

i=l 1

where R is the mean and a2" is the variance of noise and 
are the random numbers.

The listings of the program are given on the
next page.
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
n
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
n
o
o
o
o
n
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
n
o
n FIRST-ORDER ALGORITHM

THIS PROGRAM IS FOR RAPID CHANNEL ESTIMATION 
USING-FIRST-ORDER ALGORITHM*
THIS ALGORITHM MAKES USE OF A VARIABLE STEP SIZE,
THE FIRST-ORDER ALGORITHM IS OF THE FORM 
FV(J) <3 FV(J) + DELTA *ERROR( KimK=Jtl >
WHERE DELTA IS A VARIABLE STEP SIZE,
THIS ALGORITHM GUARANTEES IMPROVEMENT AT THE .
End OF A FIXED NUMBER OF ITERATIONS*
this program works for channel length equal to s *
THIS PROGRAM MAKES USE OF SUBROUTINES' GAUSS,RANDOM; 
AND DRAW# AVAILABLE IN THE SYSTEM OF SIGMA 7»
THIS PROGRAM PLOT'S THE NORM OF THE ERROR VECTOR 
VERSUS NUMBER OF ITERATIONS*SNR IS THE INPUT SIGNAL=TO=NOrSE RATIO*
TEN PERCENT OF THE ANALYTIC VALUE OF DELTA IS USED IN THE ALGORITHM t
this is done in order to take into account theEFFECT OF NOISE AND NOISY ESTIMATES OF ThE GRADIENTS* 
'LABEL' IS A CURVE IDENTIFIER*'IT' IS AN ARRAY OF 24 CHARACTER HOLLERITH WORDS; THE FIRST 1 2  OF WHICH WILL FORM THE 
FIRST TITLE LINE ANO THE LAST 12 THE SECOND 
TITLE LINE* THE ARRAY MUST BE DIMENSIONED 
AT LEAST 24 IN THE CALLING PROGRAM, MUST CONTAIN THE USERS NAME, AND MUST LEAVE UNWANTED 
CHARACTERS SET TO BLANK*
'LAST' INDICATES TO DRAW PROGRAM THAT THIS IS THE LAST CALL TO DRAW TO BE MADE 
IN THE USERS PROGRAM* IN THE VERY LAST 
CALL TO DRAW LAST SHOULD BE SET TO 4HLAST *THE SIZE OF THE GRAPH IS 8X8 INCHES*
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or
> 

o
n
r
j
o
n
o
Q
p
o
o
o
o
o IP AND IX ARE INTEGER NUMBERS CHOSEN ARBITRARILY«****9 *** data cards required *9 9 * * 9  

data set
first card FORMAT (213)
FIRST FIELDS M, THE DEGREE OF CHEBYCHEV POLYNOMIAL* 
SECOND FIELDS It THE NUMBER OF TIMES THE ITERATIVE 
PROCESS IS TO BE REPEATED,
SECOND CARD! SAMPLED CHANNEL RESPONSE TQ BE ESTIMATED) .FORMAT(SFlCeS) '•
THIRD cards FOR THE PURPOSE OF IDENTIFICATION OF THE PLOT
FOURTH CARDS NAME AND ACCOUNT NUMBER

9 9 * 9 9 9 9 9 * * * 9 9 9 9 * 9 9 9 9 * 9 9 * * * *

DIMENSION ERF<100);ERV(100),ITt24)
REAL ITER(IOO)DIMENSION EOF(IOO),EOV(IOC)
DIMENSION YFdOO),YV(IOC)
INTEGER X(IOO)
DIMENSION YdOO),2(100),FF(IO)^FVdO)
DIMENSION F(IO)
DIMENSION .EFdOOdEVtlOO)DO 57 KKeidO READdOSdl ) M, L 

41 FORMAT(213)
READ(105,14) (F(I),I&1,5)

1.4 FORMAT ( SFlO *5 )READ(10§,16) < IT(I);IaI,24)
46 FORMAT(12A4/1SA4)

EIGEN IS THE UPPER BOUND ON THE EIGEN VALUE OF THE COVARIANCE MATRIX OF THE INPUT SEQUENCE, 
EIGENaSaO
* 9 * 9 * * * * * * * * 9 * * * 9 * 9 9 * * * 9 * * * 9 9 * * V 9 * * 9 * 9 * * * 9 * 9 9 *

S IS THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE NOISE,
* 9 * * 9 * 9 9 * * * * 9 * * * 9 9 9 * * * 9 * * * 9 9 9 * * * * * 9 * 9 9 * 9 9 9 * * * *IPa99656
StiOeOOl
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no
on

SNRsadQe )VAlOG10(Oelg5/(§9¥2) ) 
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ AM IS THE MEAN OF THE RANDOM NOISE*¥¥*¥¥¥9*¥**¥¥¥¥¥¥¥**¥¥¥¥¥*¥*¥¥¥¥**»*9¥¥***V*#¥*
AM = O*
IX=65^9S 
DO 18 14=1,5 
FF(H)=OeO 
FV(H)=O*O 18 CONTINUE 
FV(I)=OiS 
FF(I)=OeS 
DO 55 J4®1,L 
ERF(J4)=0e 
ERV(J4)=O»

55 CONTINUE
AQF(2)*F(2)+F(3;*F(3)*F(4)*F(4)*F(S)*F(5)
E0F(1)o((F(l)eFF(l))*sg)*A EOVdHI (F(I)=FVd) )9*2)*A 
EOFd)aSQRT(EOF(l))EOVd IeSQRT(EOVd) )
ITER(I)SQ.ERVd IbEOVd )
ERFd IaEOFd )
ITER(I)=OeOLlbQ
DO 20 JJbin 
DO 5 Jel;M
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ 
NOW THE RANDOM INPUT SEQUENCE IS GENERATED* ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥*¥¥¥¥¥*¥¥¥*¥#¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥# 
CALL RANDOMdXf IYHFL )
IF(YFL=OeS) 2f2f3 2 X(J)=I 
GO TO 4
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OO
O

3 X ( J ) C3B»1
4 IXsIY
5 CONTINUE

DO 32 KAoIjM 
32 X(KA)sPLOAT(XfKA) )

Y(l)dX(l)VF(I)
Y(2)aX(2)vF(l!+X(I)VF(E)
Y< 3)qX(3)vF(I)+X(g)vF(I)+X(I)VF(3)
Y(4)oX(4)VF(l)+X(3)VF(2)+X(2)VF(3)+X(1)4F(4)
OQ 6  KeSfM

6 Y(K)=X(K)*F(1 ) +X ( Ke3I ) *P ( 2 )+X ( K°2 ) *F ( 3 HX ( KbS ) *F ( 4 HX ( K*4 ) VF ( g I DC 8 IlsIfM
C VVV VVVVVV VVVWVVVVVV V W  VVVVVWVVVVVVVVV V W  jtVV VC V is THE RANDOM NOISE GENERATED*
C VVVVVVVVWVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVWVVVVVVVVVVVVV#CALL GAUSSfIPfSf AM,V)

Z(Il)sY d l H V  
8 CONTINUE 

PIsS*1428
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVWVVVVVVVVVVVVVWVVVVVVV
'STEP' is THE FIXED STEP SIZE6
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVWVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVvVVVV STEPsOoOl 
YV(I)=X(I)VFV(I)
YF(I)=X(I)VFF(I)
EV(I)=Z(I)=YV(I)
EFU I=Zd I=YFd )
A R G = 3 ' 1 4 2 8 / ( 4 * V F L 0 A T ( M I )
DELTA=I"0/((SIN(ARG))W2)
DELTA = OdVDELTAFEIGEN 
FFd ) =FF (I)+STEP VEF (I) VX (I)FVd )«sFV(l)+DEL TAvEV (I)VX (I)
L2=Ll+2
RV=(FVdHFd))vv2+(FV(2)sF(2))VV2+(FVO)mF(3)Ivv.g 

v +(FV(4)«SF(4))W2+(FV(5)SF(5) ) vv2 
RF=(FFdHFd) )VV2+(FF(2)=F(2) ) VV2+( PF < 3 HF ( 3 ) ) VVg
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* - H F F m = F m  ) * 9 2 + ( F F ( 9 ) GF ( 5 )  ) **2  
ERV(Lg) ̂ SQRT (R VJ/(EOVd J J 
ERF(Lg)SSQRT(RF)Z(EOFd) )ITER(Lg)=FLOAT(Lg=I)
Y V ( 2 ) a X ( g ) * F V d ) + X d ) * P V ( 2 )YF(2)oX(2)9FF(l)*X(l)*PF(2)
EV(2)oZ(g)sYV(2)
EF(H)=Z(E)=YFlg)
ARQ*i(-3«*3*14aS)/(4**FL0AT(M) )DELTAsi60/((SIN(ARQ))e*g)
DELTA=OeI^DELTAZEIGEN DO 11 I§si, 2

FF ( IS) QFF ( 15 H-STEP^EF (2 )9X(g = IS4>i)
FV( 15) SFV(I5)*DELTA*EVr2)eX(gal8*l)

11 CONTINUE 
L?*Lt+3
RVS(FVd)=F(I) mgHFV(2!=P( 2) )9*2*(FV(3)=F(3))**2  ̂ +(FV(4)sF(4))**2*(pV(5)ep(5))9*2 
RFS(FFd)=F(I) )9%2*(FF(g)aF(2) ) Vtgt(FFO)=F (3 I) VtB t t(FF(4)=F(4) IWBt(FF(S)BF(S))Wg 
ERF(Lg)taSQRT(RF)ZtEOFd ) )ERV(Lg)SSQRT(RV)Z(EOVd) )ITER(Lg)BFLOAT(Lg=I)
YVOI=X(G)VPVd H-X(E)VFV(2ItX(I)VFV(S)
Y F ( 3 ) s x ( 3 )  VF F d  ) t X (2 ) t F F (2 ) t Xd . )  VFFO )
EV(S)^ZOI=YVO I .
E F ( 3 ) s Z ( 3 ) = Y F ( 3 l  
■AR0«(5W3«142B)/(4.vFLOAT(M) )DELTA=IsOZf (SIN(ARG) ) W 2 )
DELTA=OdvDELTAZEIGEN 
DO 12 16*1,3
FF(I0)*FF(16ItSTEPVEF(3 PDX(3=16 + 1)FV(16)=FV(16)+DELTAvEVt3)VX(3aI6tl)

12 CONTINUE 
Lg=LltA-
RV=(FVd)=F(D)Wgt(FVIg)=F(E))vvgt(F V O )=F(3 I Ivvg
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* ' H F v m oF m  )**2+(FV( 5 Iap(S) 1**2 
RF0(FF(I)“F(11)e92+(FF(2)0F(2) )9924(FF(3)eF(3))*e2 
9 -HFF(S)=F(S) I 99g4-(PFO)Sp (5) ioeg 
ERF(L2)=SQRT(RFI/(E0F(1))
ERV(LS)SSQRT(RV)Z(EOVd) )ITER(LS)SFLOAT(Lg=I)
YV(4)eX(S|GFVdl+XO)GFV(SH-X(S)GFVO)4X(DGFV(S) 
YF(S)BX(S)GFFd H-XOHFF(2)+X(2)9FF(3).*X(lIGFF(S)EV(S)s3Z(S) =YV ( S I 
EF(S)QZ(S)=YF(S)AR6s(78 93elSgS)/(SeGFLCAT(M))
DELTAelaOZ((SIN(ARG))GGg)
DELTA0OalGDELTAZEIGEN DO 19 IZQlgS
FFt 17) ®FF( 17 )4-STEPGEF (S)SX ( S = IZGl )
FV(I7)bFV(I7)GDELTAGEV(S)9X(SeI7Gl)IS CONTINUE 
LgQLlGB
RVa(FVd) =F (D ) GSgG (FV(E)t3F(S) HGgS(FVO)=FO) HGg 
G G (FV(S)=8F(S) ) GGgs (FV(B)aF (S) HGg RFa(FFd)=Fd ) HGgG(FFOHFO) IGGgG(FFO)=FO) JGGg 
G GtFFtSHFtS) HGgGt FF(BHFO) HGg 
ERF(LE)aSQRT(RF)Z(EOFd) )ERV(LE)tiSQRT(RV)Z(EOVd) )
ITER(LE)QFLOAT(Lg=I)
DO 9 IEaSgM
YV (12 HX ( 12.) GFV (I) GX ( Ig = DGFV(E)GXt 12=2 ) GFV(3)GX(I gc3 IGFV(S) SGX(IE=S)GFV(B)
EV(IE)aZ(IE)=YV(Ig)
YFUgHXt IE HFF(I)GXt IE=DgFF O  HX ( O=BHFFdIG 

OX ( Ig=SHFF(SHXUg = SHFFO)EF ( 12 HZ ( I g ) =YF ( 12)
ARGiM go SFLQATt O H D  H  (PI)Z(S» GFLOAT(M) )DELTA = IaZt (SIN(ARG) )G G g)
DELTA0OalGDELTAZEIGEN 
DO .10 IS=Ig 5
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FFt13)sFF(13)tSTEPeEFtISIeXtIHs13+1)
FVt 13)nFV(13)+DELTAeEVtIg)ex(12^13 + 1 I 10 CONTINUE 
LS=Ll+12+1
ITER(LS)=FLOATtLS=I)
RV^ (FVtl) “Ft I) )ee2+(FV( 2 I=F(S) Ieegt(FVO)=FO) IeeS e +(FV(4)=F(4) IeegttFV (-SlaF(S) IeeS 
RF=(FF(I I=F(I) I eegt(FF(2 I =F(g I I eegt(FF(3 I = F(3)Ieeg 
e +(FF(St=FtS))eeg+(FFt5)aF(5)IeeS 
ERF(LS)sSQRT(RF)Z(EOFtl) )ERV(Lg)^SQRT(RV)Z(EOVtl) I 

9 CONTINUE 
LlaLl+M'

2 0  CONTINUE ERF(I)=I,O 
ERVd I=IaO 
NaLeM
WRITEt108*107) SNR

107 FORMATdOXfl 1 INPUT SIGNAL TO NOISE RATICdFlOaSfl' DECIBELS 1 Z ) 
WRITE(IOSfllOO) NIOC FORMAT!IOXfl'NUMBER OF ITERATIONS!•aI4Z/)
WRITEdQSfllOl )

101 FORMAT!IOXfl'SAMPLED CHANNEL RESPONSE IS»Z)WRITE(10gfll02)(F(I),1=1,5)102 FORMAT(SF10»3ZZ)
WRITEfIQSa103)

103 FORMAT!IOXfl'ESTIMATED SAMPLED CHANNEL RESPONSE USING FIXED STEP SI $ZE IS'Z)WRITE!108fll04>(FF(I)fl1^1,5)
104 F0RMAT(§F10e3ZZ)

WRITEfIQSaIOS)
105 FORMAT!IOXfl'ESTIMATED SAMPLED CHANNEL RESPONSE USING FIRST ORDER A ALGORITHM IS'Z)WRITEdOSfl106)<FV(I)fl1^1,5)
106 FORMAT(SFlOaSZZ)

LASTotH
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LABELs4HFSTP
CALL DRAW(ITERiERFiNiliOiLABEL^ITil5»iC«200i0i0i8iSiCiLAST)LABELq^HVSTP
LASTa4H
IF ( KK «EQ * 10 ) LASTadfHLASTCALL DRAW(ITER#ERV#Ni3iOi LABEL#IT#15»iC«800#Oi0»8 #B*0iLAST) 

57 CONTINUE 
END
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second=order algorithm

this program is for rapid, channel estimation
■USING SECOND-ORDER' ALGORiTHMt 
THE'SECOND-ORDER ALGORITHM IS OF THE FORM 
FSU)-FSI J )+DELTA*ERRORI KJMX ( K-J + l )+BETA* (FSN)bDCK-I-/JI ) WHERE D(K = 1 #J> IS THE ESTIMATED SAMPLE AT(K = 1 !ITERATION- 
DELTA AND BETA ARE VARYING FOR EACH ITERATION*
THIS PROGRAM WQRKS FOR CHANNEL LENGTH EQUAL TO Bi 
THIS PROGRAM MAKES USE OF SUBROUTINES# GAUSS,RANDOM#
AND DRAW, AVAILABLE IN THE SYSTEM OF SIGMA 7«
THIS PROGRAM PLOTS THE NORM OF THE ERROR VECTOR 
VERSUS NUMBER OF ITERATIONS*
SNR IS THE INPUT SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO*
TEN PERCENT OF THE ANALYTIC VALUE OF DELTA AND BETA ARE USED IN THE ALGORITHM*
THIS IS DONE IN ORDER TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE
EFFECT OF NOISE AND NOISY ESTIMATES OF THE GRADIENTS'
•LABEL* IS A CURVE IDENTIFIER6•IT# IS AN ARRAY OF 24 CHARACTER HOLLERITHWORDS, THE FIRST Ig OF WHICH WILL FORM THE
FIRST TITLE LINE AND THE LAST 12 THE SECOND
TITLE LINE* THE'ARRAY MUST BE DIMENSIONED
AT LEAST 24 IN THE CALLING PROGRAM, MUST CONTAIN
THE USERS NAME, AND MUST LEAVE UNWANTED
CHARACTERS SET TO BLANK* ' '
•LAST* INDICATES TO DRAW PROGRAM THAT 
THIS IS THE LAST CALL TQ DRAW TO BE MADE 
IN THE USERS PROGRAM* IN THE VERY LAST CALL TO DRAW LAST SHOULD BE SET TO 4HLAST«
THE SIZE OF THE GRAPH IS 8 X8 INCHES*
IP AND IX ARE INTEGER NUMBERS CHOSEN ARBITRARILY*
9**9**#* DATA CARDS REQUIRED 9**v*g*9**9f**
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0
0
0
0
0
0
-
0
' DATA SET

FIRST CARD FQRMATdAi
FIRST CARD FIELD! Mi TNg NUMBER OF ITERATIONS* 
SECOND CARD! SAMPLED CHANNEL RESPONSE TO BE ESTIMATED! FORMAT(SFlOeB)

; THIRD CARD: FOR THE PURPOSE OF IDENTIFICATION 
OF THE PLOT»
FOURTH CARD! NAME AND ACCOUNT NUMBER
DIMENSION IT(EA).- . . .. ___ ___
DIMENSION Q(IOilO)
DIMENSION EOF(IOO),EOS(IOO)
REAL ITER(IOO)DIMENSION FS (10) ,FFdOiES (100), EF (100)
INTEGER XdOO )DIMENSION Y(I00),Z(IOOiFdO),YF(100),TS(100) 
DO 57 KKelilO 
READ(!OS,Al ) M Al FORMAT(IA)
READ(1 0 §,2A) (F(I),Iel,5)

2 A FORMAT(SFlOeE)
READdO^dO I I T ( D i I o l i g A )16 FORMAT(12AA/1HAA)CONtal e O
IPB99656
S is THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE NOISE*
3*0*001'
IX*65499
AM IS THE MEAN OF THE RANDOM NOISE*
AM^OoO
DO 18 IAeliS 
FS(14)80*0
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FF(U)GOoO
18 continue

FS(I)=OeS
FF(I)=QoS
A = F ( 2 ) 9F( 2 UF ( 3 UF ( 3 > *P <4 ) #F U  ) «F ( 5 ) tfF ( 5 )EOFd U( (FF(1 )=F(1 } U#2UA 
EOS(l)s( (FSd) =F (I) U#2UA EOF(I)=SQRT(EOFd) )
EOSd USQRT (EOS (I ) )ITERlD=Oe
**v*#9v*yv**#*****##yf#***#%#v***#v*g###****g#
NOW THE RANDOM INPUT SEQUENCE IS GENERATED"
DO 5 -J = D  M
CALL RANDOM(IXfIYfYPL)IF(YFL=OeS) 242432 X(J)=I 
GO TO 4

3 X(J)==I
4 IX6IY5 CONTINUE

DO -32. KA = IfM 32 X(KA)=FLOATtX(KA) )
Y ( D = X d U F d )
Y(2UX(2UF(1 U X d  UF(S)Y ( 3 UX ( 3 UF (I DX ( 2 UF ( 2 ) 1S1X d  UF (3 ) Y(4)aX(4)eFdDX(3)gF(g)*X(2)*F(3)+X(D9F(4)
DO 6 K=SfM

6 Y(K)=X (.K)^F(1)+X(K = 1)4F(2)+X(K®2)^F(3)‘)‘X(KS3)^F(4)+X(K = 4)¥F (SI
V IS THE RANDOM NQlSE GENERATEDe
DO 8 Il=5D M
CALL GAUSS(Ip4S4AMfV)

. Z t U U Y t I l D V ...........g CONTINUE
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OO
O 'STEP' IS THE FIXED STEP SIZE9*******#*****V#********9******9*****g*9V**V***

STEPdOeOl 
DO 35 J4°l*10 
OO 35 J5tit,io 

35 D-(JjuJB)=OeO 
D(Iii)QFS(I)YS(DtiX(I)VFSd)
Y F ( D = X d ) V F F d )
E S l D = Z d  I=YS(I)
EF(I)=Z(I)=YF 11)
DELTA = O »04
F S d  I=FS (I)+DELTAvEsd M 1X d  )
FFtl)=FF(I)+STEPVEF(I)VX(I)
RE=(FFd)=F(I) )*V2+(FF(2)°F(2) ) W 2 V  ( FF ( 3 ) =F (3 ) )vvg +

$ (FF(4)°F<4) )Vv 2+(FF(5)°F(-5) )v v 2 
EOF(2)tiSQRT(REIZEQF(I)
RSti(FS(I)=Fd))vv2+(FS(2)oF(2))VV2+(FSI 3 )°F(3))vvg +

$ (FS(4)=F(4) ) vv2+(FS(6)°F(5) ) W 2  
E0S(2)tiSQRT(RS)/E0S(D ITER(S)=Ie 
D ( S i D a F S d )BETA=IdO
YS(S) =X(S)VFSd )+X(D VFS(S)
YF(S)=X(S)VFFd )+X( I IvFF(S)
ES(S)=Z(S)=YS(S)
EF(S)=Z(S)=YF(S)
DELTA=Oe04V(IdOVBETA)
DO 12 12=1,2
FF(IS)=FF(12)VSTEPvEFt2)VX(2=ISVl)
FS(IS)=FStI2)VDELTAvES(2;vX(2=I2Vl)+eONVBETAv(FS(I2)oD(l,I2)I 0(1,12)=FS(12)

12 CONTINUE
RE=(FF(I)=Fd) ) VV2+ ( FF ( 2 ) =F ( 2 ) ) V V2+( FF ( 3 ) =F ( 3 ) )W2 +

$ ( FF ( 4 ) aF ( 4 ) )Vvg+( FF (S)=F(B) ) W 2
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E Q F O ^ S Q R T ( R E ) Z E O F d  )
RSb ( F S d  I=F(I) Iewg-HFS(S)=F(S) Iwvg-HFSO I=F (3) 1**2 +$ (FS(4)BF(4) IWg-HFS(S)=F(S) I W S  

’ EOSOIeSQRT (RS)ZEOSd I 
ITER(3)eS«
Y S O l e X O l w F S d  )*X(2)wFS(2HXd IWFSO)
Y F O  I =XO IwFF d ) +XtS IwFF(S)+Xd I W F F O  I
ES O  I bZ O I  =YS O  I
E F 0 ) ° Z 0 ) = Y F 0 )BETA^d ‘+BETA IZOe==BETS )
DELTAeOo04¥d eO + BETA I DO 14 IbI O
FS ( I IeFSd H D E L T A w E S d  I W X O = I d  M 1CONwBgTAv ( F S d  M D ( E d )  >
FF ( i MFF ( i H s t e p w e f o m x o =iH I )
D ( S d M F S d )

14 CONTINUE
R E H F F d M F ( I )  M W g H F F t S M F ( S )  M w g H F F O M F O )  ) * *2+ 

e (FF(4 M F (4))Wwg+(FF(B)=F(I) )W*2 
EOF(4 )q SQRT(RE)ZEQF(1)
RSb (FSd) =F (I) MwgHFS(S)=F(S) M W g H F S d M F O t  1**2+$ ( FS ( 4 ) =F { 4 ) M w g H F S ( B M F d )  )wwg 
E0S(4)B§QRT(RS)ZEOS(I)ITER(4)B3 e
YS( 4 M X H M F S d  H X d M F S ( 2 H X ( 2 M F § ( 3 H X d  )¥FB( 4)
YF(4I=X(S)VFFdH-XO)WFF(S)WX(S)VFF(S)WXd)WFF(4) ES(4)BZ(4)=YS(4)
EF(4)BZ(4)=YF(4)
BETAed « WBETA )Z( 3»=BETA I 
DELTAb O 804w(ieO+BETA)
DO 15 U = I H
FS( JIb FS(J)WDELT A WES( 4) WX< 4« JWl )wcaNwBETAw(FS('J)=D(l# J ) ) FF(J)=FF(J)WSTEPWEF(4)WX(4=JWl)
DdiJMFS(J)

15 CONTINUE
RE®(FFd I=Fd ) > WVgw(FFlS)=F(S) M w S w t F F d M F  O )  1**2 +

$ ( F F H M F U )  M w S - H F P ( S M F d )  M * 2
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E0F(5)°SGRT(RE)/E0F(1>
RS=(FS(I)=F(I))%92t(FS(2MF(2))*92*(FS(3)°F(3I1*924 

$ (FS(4)EaF(4-l)**24(FS(B)=F(g))**2 
EOS(S)=BQRT(RS)ZEOSti)ITER(S)B^e
THIS PROGRAM USES PAST TAP GAINS 

DO 3 13 = 5* Mj 2-
TS( I3)eX( I3)*FS(1)4X( 13 = 1 )*FS.( 2) *X ( I3°2 ) *FS ( 3 ) *X ( I3c»3 ) *FS ( A ) 

$4X(I3=4)*FS(S)
YF(I3)=X(I3)*FF(1)4X(13®!)¥FF(2)+X(I3-2I* F F (3 J + X (13-3 HJFP(4) 04X(I3q 4)*FF(5)
ES ( I3)-o 2( I3)p TS( 13)
EF( I3)*Z(I3)»YF<13)
BETA=(I 64BETA)/(Se^BETA )
DELTA=0»04*(I »0*BETA)DO 10 14=1,5
FS(I4)6FS(I4)4DELTA*ES(I 3 ) * X (13=1441)4C0N*BETA*(FS(I4)=D(2,I4)) 
FF(14)=FF(14)4STEP*EF(13)*X(13=1441)
D (2,14 T = FS(14)

10 CONTINUE
RE=(FF(I)=Fd) ) **24 ( FF ( 2 ) sF ( 2 ) ) **24 ( FF t 3 ) =F ( 3 ) )*924 

$ (FF(4)=F(4) )**24(FF(5)=F(-B) )**gJJ=I34l
EOF( JJ)BgQRT(RE)ZEOFd )
RSe (FSd)=F(I) )**g4(FS(2)=F<g) ) **2+( FS ( 3 ) =F < 3 ) ) **24 $ (FS(4)=F(4))**24(FS(S)=F(S))**2 
EOS ( JJI=SQRT(RS)ZEOSd )ITER(JJ)eFLOAT(13)
K1=I341
YS(Kl)=XIKl)*FS(1)+X(Kl=I)*FS<2)4X(Kl=2)*FS(3)4 

*X(K1=3)*FS(4)4X(K1=4)*FS(5)
YF ( Kl ) =XtKl )*FF(1 )4X(K1®1 )*FF(2)4X(K1‘22)*FF{3>4 

*X(K1=3)*FF(4)4X(K1=4)*FF(5)
ES(Kl)=ZtKlI=YStKl)
EF(Kl)GZ(Kl)=YF(Kl)BETAGd e4BETA)Z(3«=BET A)
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DELTAeO«049(l*0*BETA)
DQ 31 K2sl,5
FS(K2)aFS(K2)+DELTA*ES(Kl)#X(Kl=K2+l)+C0N*BETA9(FS(K2)eD(l,K2)I D(I^KS)®FS(K2>
FF(K2)aFF(K2)+STEP*EF(Kl)e%(Kl=K2+l)31 CONTINUE 
JJbKl*!ITER(JJ)=FLOAT(Kl)
RE6 ( FF(I)^F(I) ) *»2+( FF (2 J-F (8 ) ) ̂ «2 * ( FF ( 3 ) =>F ( 3 ) ) * * 2  +

$ (FF(4)aF (4))**2*(FF(S)=F(S))**2 
EOF(JJ)bSQRT(RE)ZEOF(I)
RSb (FS(I I=F(I) )9*2*(FS(2)=F(2))4^2*(FS(3)=F(3 I)%*2*

$ (FS(4)QF(4))992+(FS(SI=F(S))**2 
EOS(JJ)bSQRT(RS)ZEOS(I)S CONTINUE
SNR=(10«)*AL0G10(0«i25Z(Se*2))WRITE!108,107) SNR

107 FORMATflOXi'INPUT SIGNAL TO NOISE RAT IC FlO«5,'DEC IBELi«ZI 
WRITE(108,100 I M

100 FORMAT!10X,'NUMBER OF ITERATIONS! •,I4/Z)
WRITE!108,101) .

101 FORMAT!10X,'SAMPLED CHANNEL■RESPONSE IS'Z)WRI TE!108,102>(F(I),1 = 1#5)102 F0RMAT(§F10o3ZZ)
WRITE(108,103)

103 FORMATdOXa'ESTIMATED SAMPLED CHANNEL RESPONSE USING FIXED STEP -SI
#ZE IS'ZI
WRITE!108,104)(FF(I), I^l,5)

104 FORMAT(SFlO e3ZZ)WRI TE (108,105.)
IOE FORMAT!10%,'ESTIMATED SAMPLED CHANNEL RESPONSE USING SECOND ORDER ^ALGORITHM IS'Z)

WRITE!106,106M FS(I )#1=1,5)
106 FORMAT(SFlO^3)EOF(I)Bl*

EOS(I)Bl*
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LABELt3̂ HFSTP
LASTg4H
CALL DRAW(ITER,&OF,M,1,0;LABEL,IT,ISwC,2,0,CigfBjC,LAST)LABELb^HVSTPLASTnAH
IF(KKeEQelO) LASTnAHLAST
CALL PRAWtITERftOSfM,SfOfLABELf IT,15e,Ce2,C,Ofg,g,OfLAST) 57 CONTINUE 
END
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o FORNEY'S SUBOPTIMUM ALGORITHMy****#***#*##***#9VV**V**Y*y*******g*#V*****

THIS ALGORITHM IS FOR ESTIMATION OF A DIGITAL 
SEQUENCE IN THE PRESENCE OF INTERSYMBOL INTERFERENCE*
THIS PROGRAM IS FOR F(D)Gl=D*
THIS PROGRAM HAS BINARY SIGNALLING*
THIS PROGRAM PLOTS THE LOG OF PROBABILITY OF 
SYMBOL ERROR VERSUS OUTPUT SIGNAL = TOaNC I SEb RAT10»
THIS PROGRAM MAKES USE OF SUBROUTINES' GAUSS#
RANDOM, AND DRAW# AVAILABLE IN THE SYSTEM CF SIGMA 7«
A FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM 1DSI-MPRH' IS USED TO 
EVALUATE THE ERROR FUNCTION*
' DSIMPRH' IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE SYSTEM OF SIGMA 7»
IX AND IR ARE INTEGER NUMBERS CHOSEN ARBITRARILY*
S IS THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE NOISE*AM IS THE MEAN OF THE NOISE*
' A ' IS THE UPPER LIMIT FOR EVALUATING THE ERROR FUNCTION*
'AREAS' IS THE VALUE OF THE ERROR FUNCTION WHEN
THE LOWER LIMIT IS ZERO AND THE UPPER LIMIT IS EQUAL TC A***V*#****VV*#*V*9**9*%****#**9#*****V*#&**V*g
DEL IS DELAY FOR LOCALIZING THE ERROR*
'LABEL' IS A CURVE IDENTIFIER*
'IT' IS AN ARRAY OF 24 CHARACTER HOLLERITH 
WORDS# THE FIRST Ig OF WHICH WILL FORM THE FIRST TITLE LINE AND THE LAST 12 THE SECOND 
TITLE LINE* THE ARRAY MUST BE DIMENSIONED 
AT LEAST 24 IN THE CALLING PROGRAM' MUST CONTAIN THE USERS NAME# AND MUST LEAVE UNWANTED 
CHARACTERS SET TO BLANK*
'LAST* INDICATES TC DRAW PROGRAM THAT 
THIS IS THE LAST CALL TO DRAW TO BE MADE 
IN THE USERS PROGRAM* IN THE VERY LAST 
CALL TO.DRAW LAST SHOULD BE SET TO 4HLAST *
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o THE SIZE OF THE GRAPH IS 8X8 INCHES*
DATA SET
v*v*99»* DATA CARDS REQUIRED #*9999*%*#***%
FIRST CARD FORMAT (13)
FIRST CARD FIELDS del 
SECOND. CARD FORMAT ( IIOi 2F10 0 2 )
FIRST FIELD! IP 
SECOND FIELDS S 
THIRD FIELDS AM THIRD CARD FORMAT(ISflOFSAg)
FIRST FIELDS IFAf DEGREE OF F(D)
OTHER FIELDS! COEFFICIENTS OF F(D)
FOURTH CARD FORMAT( 14)
FOURTH CARD FIELD! Nf THE NUMBER OF TERMS IN X(D)«
FIFTH CARD! FOR THE PURPOSE OF IDENTIFICATION OF THE PLOT# 
SIXTH CARDS NAME AND ACCOUNT NUMBER«
DIMENSION Z(iOOO)
DIMENSION F(IO)
INTEGER X(1000) fXEST(IOOO)jI Y (1000)EXTERNAL Fl
REAL^BFlfAREASfDSIMPRHf EPS*A 
INTEGER DEL
DIMENSION SNdOO)f R R E d O O f  PRL(IOO)* P R U d O O f  IT (24)READ(10§*I ) DEL 
READ(105*6) IP*S#AM 

I FORMAT(13)
6 FORMAT(IlOfgFlOfig)

READ (105* 7 ) IFAf ( F d J f I M f  IFAdF(IFAd)
7 FORMAT(ISflOfSog)

READdOSf 33) N
33 FORMATt14)

READ (I OS* 8) ( IT ( I ) „ !=,1*24 )
8 FORMAT*12A4/12A4I 

DO 22 K & M *  6 
EPSMaDM
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NERRoOMolO
DO 47 -JISo IjM 
1X065669 
DO 11 JlGlfN
NOW THE RANDOM INPUT SEQUENCE IS GENERATED*
CALL RANDOM(IX,IY#YFL>
IFt YFLoQeS) 14,14,1514 X(Jl)OQ 
GO TO 16

15 X(Jl)*!46 IXa IY
11 CONTINUE 

INTeNM 'X<INT)GO
V IS THE RANDOM NOISE GENERATED®
CALL QAUSS(IPfSiAMfV)Z(I)aF(I)^FLOAT(Xd) )+V 
CALL'GAUSS(IPfSf AM,V )Z(2)oF(l)»FL0AT(X(g))+ F (2)* F L O A T (X (I ))*V
DO 4 ’IaSfINT
CALL GAUSS!IPfSf AM,V)

4 Z(I)aF(l)9FL0AT(X(I) ) »F ( 2 ) 4FL0AT ( X ( I = I ) ) 4>F O  ) «FLOAT ( X (la2 ) )$ AV
DO 5 JolfINT IF(Z(J)aGE«0a5) Y(J)Sl 
IFtZ(J) OLEa-=Qeg) Y(J)GM .
IF<ABS(ZtJ))»LT«Oog) Y(J)aQ 

5 CONTINUE
CALL ERDC(2,YfINT,DEL)
00 27 IlaIfINT 
IF(Y(Il)OQTal) Y ( I l ) = I

99
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IF(Ydl) »LTe=l > Y(Il)OOi 
27 CONTINUE 

JiaaINTisI 
XEST(I)^Y(I)
IFtXESTd ) eGT»l ) XEST(I)Sl 
I F t X E S T d )eLT»0) XEST(I)SO 
DO 10 K4ag,Ji2 
XEST(K*ieY(K4)*XEST(K4®l)IFtXEST(K^)»QT»1) XEST(K4)ai 
IFtXESTtK*)sLTsO) XEST(K*)sC 10 CONTINUE 
NERoO
DQ 31 K§bl# JlE
IF ( (X(KS)-=XEST(KE) ) oNEsQ ) NER*NER+1 31 CONTINUE
nerrsner^nerr*7 CONTINUEAal@/(1*414*8)
AREA2sDSIMPRH(0eD0» A* Fl> EPSdSgjEfl J )PUS28o(46*AREAg)
PLSOaEaAREAS
PRU(KG)SALOGlO(PU)
PRL(KG)SALOQlO(PL)
SN(KS)SdOe )* ALOGlOt 0*5/(S* *2"-) )AUGFLOAT(NERR)
PE®AU/(PL0AT(N*f1) )
IFtAUoEQ6Oe) PRE(KS)b^Aa j go TQ gg 
PRE(KS)sALOGlO(PE)

25 CONTINUE 
SaSfOaOE 

22 CONTINUE 
LASTdAH 
LABEL 64MUPBD
CALL DRAWtSNflPRUfl S # I a O a L ABEL rf I Ta 56 a I e dj Ofl Ba 8 a Oa L AST ) LABEL = 4MSMRL . . . .
LAST®4H
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CALL DRAW<SN*PREi 6i2»3fLABELi IT#5«fI•i6fOf Si Si 0#LAST>
LABELoSHLOBDL ASTdSHLAST
CALL DRAWiSNfPRL# 6 f3fOfLABELfI Ti 5»i!»f6>Of 8,S,CiLAST ) END
S U BROUTINE E R D C i Z i Y f INT#J)
INTEGER X i 1 0 0 0 ) fY(ICOO)DI M E N S I O N  Z i l O b O )
X(I)=Y(I)
IF(Xil) «LEe = l ) XiDrsC 
J l l c I N T teI DO 50 I=SfJll 
X ( I JaYi I )+X(IteI )
IFiX(DiGTol) XiDtiD CALL CORP ( Xf Yf Zf D  J ) 
IF(XiDoLToO) XiDdQj CALL CORN(XfYfZfIfJ)50 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE CORP(XiVfZfIfJ)INTEGER X i I O O C l f Y i 1000)DIM E N S I O N  ZilOOOJfGN(IOOC)

C COMPUTE NOISE TERMS FOR ALL TERMS FOR AFTER XsO 
DO 50 K teIfJ K K teI=K+!
IF(KKeEQiO) GO TO 52 
I F ( X i K K D E Q o O )  Il = KK + ! I GO TO 51 G N ( K K ) = Z ( K K ) teY(KK)

50 CONTINUE 
52 CONTINUE 

XMAX = GNi I )
12=1
DO 60 KgtigfJ 
K l teI=Kg+!
IF(KloEQeO) GO TO 25
I F ( G N i K D i L T o X M A X )  Ig = K D  XMAX = GN(Kl)60 CONTINUE
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25 CONTINUE 
GO TO 20

51 X M A X e G N U l  I 
12=11
DO 55 K3“I1#I
IFtQN(KS)»LT eXHAX) I2 = K3J XMAXeQN(KS) 55 CONTINUE 

20 Y( 12 ) tiY <12)°1 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE CORNtX»YAZ<I»J)INTEGER X(IOOO)AY(IOOO)
DIMENSION 2(1000),QN(1000)

C COMPUTE NOISE FOR ALL TERMS AFTER Xdl 
DO 50 KtiIiJ 
KKtiI=Kfl
IF(KKeEQoO) 60 TO 52 IF(X(KK)OEQel) IloKKflj GO TO 51 
GN(KK)eZtKK)°Y(KK)

50 CONTINUE
52 CONTINUE

C GN(KK) IS AN APPARENT NOISE TERM XMIN = GNt I)
12=1DO 60 KgagiJ KltiI=Kgfl
IF(KleEQeO) GO TO 25
IFlGN(KUeGTeXMIN) IStiK U  XMIN = GN(Kl) 60 CONTINUE 

25 CONTINUE 
GO TO 20

51 XhIN-=GN(Il)
12ti 11
DO 55 KS=IliI
IF(GN(K3)aGTeXMIN) IStiKSJ XMIN=GN(KS) 

55 CONTINUE
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20 Y( I2)=Y( I2)M RETURN 
END
FUNCTION Fl(X)
REAL*8F1#X
Fle(SGRTtT))/(SQRT(44))*(DEXP((=X%X)/2*))RETURNEND
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